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I 
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Pork is one of the important sources of animal protein worldwide. Production of 
good-quality pigs, good meat quality, as well as large litters and fast-growing offspring, are 
important tasks for animal breeders. In the past, animal breeders have made considerable 
contributions to improve pig performance by using selection, crossbreeding and other 
traditional quantitative methods based on phenotypic assessment Genetic variation in most 
traits of economic importance is polygenic and quantitative in nature, and traits value are 
affected by segregating allelic variants at multiple loci. In addition, the trait expression is 
affected markedly by environmental factors. Improvement of some quantitative traits is 
difficult to obtain efficiently based on phenotypic information only. The main purpose of 
QTL (quantitative trait locus) mapping is to find the association between a quantitative 
character and the segregation of a Mendelian marker locus. If a DNA marker can be 
identified closely linked to a quantitative trait locus, selection for improvement for the 
quantitative trait will be more efficient, because DNA marker selection is not affected by 
environment and the DNA marker can be tested in early life. Therefore, it has potential to: a) 
increase the intensity of selection, b) decrease the generation interval and c) increase the 
accuracy of selection when applied correctly. The molecular markers used in linkage 
analyses and QTL mapping could be candidate genes that have a biologically important 
function or anonymous DNA sequences such as microsatellites. 
Pm is a regulatory gene of growth hormone (GH), prolactin (PRL) and thyrotropin P 
subunit. Dwarf mice and humans have been found which lack PITl gene activity. Thus PITl 
was considered as a good candidate gene associated with growth and production traits in 
previous studies (Yu et al., 1995). PITl polymorphisms were found to be associated with 
backfat and birth weight in the ISU swine F2 resource families. Significant associations 
between some carcass traits and PITl were also found in a Wild Boar x Pietrain pig resource 
family (G. Moser, personal communication). More recently, chromosome 13 quantitative 
trait loci (QTLs) in the region of PITl have been identified for 21 and 35 day weights in this 
population (G. Moser, personal communication). Also, a genome scan identified a birth 
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weight and early growth QTL on pig chromosome 13, close to PITI (Andersson et al., 1994). 
The overall purpose of this study is to determine whether PITl itself is the backfat and birth 
weight QTL on pig chromosome 13 or whether PITl is just closely linked to the QTL. The 
specific objectives are: 1) complete the PITl cDNA clone to analyze the biological structure 
and function of the pig PITl gene and its possible application in swine genetics; 2) study the 
association of PITl with economically important traits in different pig populations; and 3) 
interval map the QTL around the PITl region on pig chromosome 13 in the ISU resource 
families. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is written in the alternative format including manuscripts. The main 
theme of this dissertation is centered around investigating the role of the PITl gene in the 
putative QTL interval on pig chromosome 13. In the above introduction, a general idea of 
the importance of identifying the QTL in livestock, the biologically important role of the 
Pm gene, the published PITl association studies in several different pig populations and the 
specific objectives of this Ph.D. study have been described. In the following section, a 
literature review will be given to describe the significant QTL and PITl research in more 
detail. There are two manuscripts included in this dissertation as Chapter 2 and 3. Chapter 2 
is focused on the cloning of the full length pig PTTl cDNA and its alternative transcripts, as 
well the flmctional studies of their encoded proteins. Chapter 3 is a QTL mapping study, 
especially searching the region around PIT I to clarify the role of PTTl in chromosome 13 
QTL. Tun-Ping Yu performed most of the laboratory and data analysis discussed in these 
two chapters. In Chapter 2, the assembling of the PTTl full length cDNA was assisted by 
Claire Schmitz, cloning of the PTTl fi cDNA was done by Dr. Sunny Sun. In Chapter 3, Dr. 
Lizhen Wang did the program compiling and part of the dataset preparation. The general 
conclusion summarizes the results of Chapters 2 and 3 and gives recommendations for future 
work. In addition, the PTTl association analyses in additional populations and the study of 
the VCAMl gene, which were done during Tun-Ping's Ph.D. study period, are also included 
as Appendix A and B, respectively. Appendix C includes the analysis protocol of the 
interval mapping method. 
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Literature Review 
PITl Gene 
PITl structure 
Pm is a member of the POU-domain family genes. The PITl protein is a 291-
amino-acid (aa), with an N-terminal transactivation domain and a DNA-binding POU-
domain. The POU-domain was originally identified as a highly conserved 150-160 amino 
acid region of sequence similarity in three mammalian transcription factors, PITl, OCT-1, 
OCT-2 and in the product of the unc-86 gene of the nematode Caenorhabditis. The POU-
domain consists of two subdomains, a C-terminal homeo domain (60 amino acids) and an N-
terminal POU-specific domain (75-82 amino acids) separated by a short non-conserved 
linker (Rosenfeld, 1991; Herr et al., 1989; Sturm and Herr, 1988). Each subdomain has two 
features in common: a cluster of basic amino acids in the center and an a-heiix at the C-
terminal end, critical for its fimction as a transcription factor (Rosenfeld, 1991; Scholer, 
1991). The POU-homeo domain is divergent from the homeobox of Drosophila (He et al., 
1989). It is likely that while classic homeo domain genes play broad roles in development, 
POU-domain genes play their critical flmctions in tissue-specific cell-type diversification and 
organogenesis. Both the POU-homeo domain and the POU-specific domain are critical for 
high affinity, site-specific DNA binding (Rosenfeld, 1991). The N-terminal residues 8-80 aa 
are particularly rich in serine and threonine (21%) and compose the most important region 
responsible for trans-activation fimctions of PITl (Ingraham et al., 1990). 
PITl was first identified as a factor specifically expressed in pituitary and required 
for the pituitary-specific expression of the growth hormone {GH) and prolactin {PRL) genes 
(Nelson et al., 1988; Bodner and Karin, 1987; Castrillo et al., 1989). PITl (also named GHF-
1, stand for growth hormone factor-1) protein was purified initially from a rat pituitary cell 
line by the Ingraham group and the Bodner group in 1988, respectively (Ingraham et al., 
1988; Bodner et al., 1988). In mammalian species, the PITl protein is highly conserved, 
being 90-94% identical across the entire protein and 97-99% identical in the POU-domain 
region (reviewed by Tuggle and Trenkle, 1996). 
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Pm genomic DNA and/or cDNA have been cloned from several mammalian species 
including the mouse, rat, cattle, human and pig (Bodner and Karin, 1987; Dolle et al., 1990; 
Li et al., 1990; Nelson et al., 1988; Tatsumi et al., 1992; Tuggle et al., 1993). In all tested 
species so far, PITl has six exons and five introns and is approximately 1.6 to 2.0 kb in size. 
Several variant mRNA transcripts with fewer exons (Voss et al., 1993; Day and Day, 1994) 
or with larger exons (Konzak and Moore 1992; Morris et al., 1992; Theill et al., 1992; 
Haugen et al., 1993, Delhase et al., 1995; Schanke et al., 1997) have also been found (see 
later section). 
PITl expression and actions on GH, PRL and TSHfi genes 
pm mRNA transcripts were found in all five cell types of the mature pituitary gland 
in all tested species (Ingraham et al., 1988; Simmons et al., 1990). PITl mRNA were also 
found in the human and rat spleen, bone marrow and thymus cell (Delhase et al., 1993), 
bovine fetal lymphoid cell (Chen et al., 1997) and human and rhesus placenta (Schanke et al., 
1997). The PITl protein was found in somatotrophs, lactotrophs and thyrotrophs cells of the 
pituitary gland (Ingraham et al., 1988; Simmons et al., 1990). The PITl protein has also 
been detected at low levels in rat lymphoid and hematopoetic cells (Delhase et al., 1993) and 
in rhesus choriocarcinoma cells while cultured with 8-Br-cAMP before preparation (Schanke 
et al., 1997). 
Major 2.3-2.5 kb transcripts and minor 1.25 and 4.5 kb transcripts of rat PITl were 
observed by Ingraham et al. (1988). Other rat PITl mRNA expression data showed a 3.1 kb 
major transcript and a 4.0 kb minor transcript (Bodner et al., 1988). The 2.4 kb human PITl 
transcript was observed by Pfaffle et al. (1992). Also a major 4.5 kb transcript and a minor 
3.3 kb transcript of PITl were observed in both adult and weaned pigs (Yu et al., 1994). In 
fetal bovine thymocytes and splenocytes, the size of the PITl mRNA transcript is only 2.5 kb 
(Chen et al., 1997). Some variant mRNA transcripts were found in different species and will 
be discussed in a later section. 
pm mRNA expression begins in the developing pituitary at embryonic day 16 (el6) 
in the rat and el3.5 in the mouse (Dolle et al., 1990; Sunmons et al., 1990). Low-level PITl 
expression in the el0-13 (He et al., 1989) or el 1 (Simmons et al., 1990) rat neural mbe has 
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also been seen. This expression diminished after el3, and then appeared at el6.5 in anterior 
pituitary. PITl protein is not detected until el6-17 in rat and el5.5 in mouse in the 
somatotrophs and lactotrophs, preceding GH and. PRL gene expression, respectively (Dolle et 
al., 1990; Simmons et al., 1990). Fox et al. (1990) showed that PITl is present at levels in 
pituitary cell lines that are sufficient to activate the minimal elements in both the G/f and 
PRL promoters necessary for cell-specific expression of these genes. PITl is known to 
directly control GH, PRL, PITl is ailso involved in GHand PRL expression through control 
of other genes. For example, regulatory interaction between PITl and growth hormone 
releasing hormone receptor (GHRHR) led to increase growth hormone synthesis in the 
pituitary (reviewed by Mayo et al., 1995). The interaction between PITl and other factors 
may also result in negative regulation of the GH gene (e.g., Spl, activin) (reviewed by Cohen 
et al., 1996). For PRL, multiple factors interact synergistically with PITl to regulate the PRL 
gene. The distal enhancer element (-1713 to -1497) of the PRL gene permits cAMP, 
thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH), epidermal growth factor (EGF), and estradiol to 
stimulate expression. The proximal element (-292 to -39) of the PRL gene permits 
regulation in response to cAMP, TRH, EGF, and phorbol esters. The distal region accounts 
for 99% of activity, and the proximal region accounts for 1-2% of activity (reviewed by 
Cohen et al., 1996). Cotransfection and coexpression experiments showed that both PITl 
and the estrogen receptor are required for the expression of the rat PRL gene (Day et al., 
1990). Another member of the POU-domain gene family, Oct-1, was shown to form a 
heteromeric complex with PITl and can cooperate to induce expression of the PRL promoter 
(Voss et al., 1991a). Dopamine was shown to act as an inhibitor of PRL sjoithesis through 
the regulation of the DNA binding or transactivating functions of PITl (Elsholtz et al., 1991). 
Recent data suggest that PITl may directly or indirectly regulate somatotrophs and 
lactotrophs through activation of the receptors for gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GRH) 
and somatostatin (SRIF) on one hand and dopamine on the other hand (Pellegrini-Bouiller et 
al., 1997). 
The PITl protein is also expressed in the thyrotrophs; however, PITl appeared 
following TSHp. Therefore PITl was not thought to be involved in the initial activation of 
TSHP gene expression (Simmons et al., 1990). Analyses of wild-type and P/T/-defective 
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mice (Sneli dwarf) have revealed that thyrotrophs arise from two independent cell 
populations. The first population is P/TZ-independent and appears on e 12 in the rostral tip of 
the developing gland, but phenotypically disappears by the day of birth. The second cell 
population is P/T/-dependent and arises subsequently in the caudomedial portion of the 
developing gland (el 5.5), following the initial expression of PITl in this region. The failure 
of caudomedial thyrotroph cells to appear in the Snell dwarf and the observation that PITl 
can bind to and transactivate the TSH^ promoter, apparently enhanced by PITl 
phosphorylation, has suggested that PITl is directly required for the appearance of this 
distinct population that serves as the precursors of the mature thyrotroph cell type (Lin et al., 
1994). Pm was shown to mediate TRH and cAMP stimulation of the TSHP gene (Steifelder 
et al., 1991,1992a, b). More recently, it was shown that PITl and GATA-2 interact and 
functionally cooperate to activate the TSHfi promoter. Cotransfection of both PITl and 
GATA-2 into CV-1 cells synergistically stimulated mouse TSH^ promoter activity 8.5-fold, 
while each factor alone had a minimal effect (Gordon et al., 1997; Haugen et al., 1996). 
In addition to GH, PRL and TSH^ genes, PFTl is likely to directly regulate the 
synthesis of the GHRHR in that the receptor is not expressed in the pituitary of 
dw/dw mice that lack functional PITl. A cotransfected PFTl expression construct can 
activate the GHRHR promoter in transiently transfected CVl cells (reviewed by Mayo et al., 
1995). 
More recently, a study evaluated developmental changes in somatotroph fxmction and 
expression of related genes (GHRHR, GH and PITl) in neonatal pigs (Matteri and Carroll, 
1997). The results showed that PITl mRNA increased from day I to equivalently high 
values on days 7 and 14, followed by a rapid decline to basal levels before day 21. From day 
21, pm mRNA transcripts increased significantly again. On day 1, low levels of PFTl 
occurred concurrently with high levels of G//and GHRHR mRNAs. While the data clearly 
supported that other factors exist to influence somatotrophic function in the newborn pigs, 
pm mRNA levels were found to be significantly positively correlated with GH mRNA, 
although not GHRHR mRNA. 
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DNA binding 
PITl is known to transactivate GH, PRL and TSHfi genes and PITl gene itself by 
binding their promoters (McCormick et al., 1990; Theill et al., 1992; Lin et al., 1994). As 
mentioned, both POU-specific and POU-homeo domains act as the DNA binding domain of 
the Pm gene. Mutation studies showed that the DNA binding activity of PITl was 
decreased or even completely lost if the predicted a-helices structure in POU-specific 
domain (containing four a-helices) or POU-homeo domain (containing three a-helices) was 
disturbed (Ingraham et al., 1990). Although the POU-homeo domain is sufficient for binding 
the A/T rich target DNA sequences with a relaxed specificity, the POU-specific domain is 
required for high affinity, site-specific binding (Theill et al., 1989; Ingraham et al., 1990). 
Ingraham et al. (1990) also found that PITl forms dimers where PITl binds DNA, while it is 
monomeric in solution. Holloway et al. (1995) found that PITl binding to specific DNA 
sites as a monomer (e.g. PRL) or dimer (e.g. GH) determines gene-specific use of a tyrosin-
dependent synergy domain. Jacobson et al. (1997) also showed the PITl POU-domain 
bound to a DNA element as a homeodimer by analyzing the structure of PITl POU-domain. 
Deletion studies showed that the mutant PITl with the POU-specific domain deletion that 
resulted prevents the DNA-dependent PITl-PITl interactions (Ingraham et al., 1990). Thus 
both the POU-homeo and POU-specific domains are critical for sequence recognition and 
DNA binding, neither the POU-homeo nor POU-specific domains alone are effective in 
stimulating transcription. 
The PITl DNA recognition element is an A/T-rich sequence (T/A T/A T/A 
ATANCAT) (Ingraham et al., 1990) and has been identified in several target genes, including 
the GH, PRL, TSHP genes and itself The promoter on the GH gene contains two binding 
sites for PITl, GH-I(-96 to -70) and GH-II(-\34 to -106) (Nelson et al., 1988). Both sites 
are essential for promoter activity in vitro and in vivo (Bodner et al., 1988). The 
transcription of the PRL gene depends on a distant enhancer segment (-1830 to —1530) 
containing four PITl binding sites (ID to 4D) and a proximal promoter region (-422 to -36) 
containing four PITl binding sites (IP to 4P) (Nelson et al., 1988). Rat PITl can bind the 
hTSHP promoter fi-om -128 to -92, and three more upstream regions within the 5' flanking 
region of the rTSHfi promoter at —274 to -258 (TSH A), at -336 to -326 (TSH B), and at 
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-402 to -385 {TSH C) (Mason et al., 1993). The PITI promoter is autoregulated by its own 
protein by binding to two PITI binding sites, PITBI and PITB2 (Chen et al., 1990; 
McCormick et al., 1990). The phosphorylation status of PITI also affects its binding on 
target DNA (Kapilofif et al, 1991; Steinfelder et al., 1992a; Okimura et al., 1994). 
Phosphorylation of PITI was demonstrated to be an important modulator of PITI interaction 
with the TSHP gene. The TSH^ elements bind nonphosphorylated PITI weakly, unlike the 
high affinity PITI binding sites in the PRL and GH genes. Conversely, phosphorylation 
generally reduces binding of PITI to the PRL and GH genes. A variation within the binding 
sequence for PITI to the TSHP gene is A(A/T)(A/T)AATNCAT verses 
A(A/T)(A/T)TATNCAT in the PRL and GH genes. The sequence difference could explain 
the bmding differences (Steinfelder et al., 1992a). 
PITI mRNA and protein variants 
The originally identified PUl mRNA transcripts, referred as to P/T/a (Konzak and 
Moore, 1992), produce two forms of the PITI protein, 31 kD and 33 kD. The protein 
variants result from the usage of alternative translation initiation sites (Voss et al., 1991b). 
There is no known functional difference between these two protein products. PITI mRNA 
also exists in several altemative spliced forms in different species (Figure 1): 
Pmp/Pma/GHF-2 (Konzak and Moore, 1992; Morris et al., 1992; Theill et al., 1992; 
Delhase et al., 1995; Schanke et al., 1997), A4Pm (Voss et al., 1993; Day and Day, 1994), 
and PrriT(Haugen et al., 1993). PITIP, the first reported altemative spl'ce transcript of 
PITI, has an additional 78 bp insertion 5' of exon 2. This leads to a 26 amino acid (aa) 
insertion in the transactivation domain of PITI. PITip expression was found in the rat 
pituitary cell lines (Konzak and Moore, 1992; Morris et al., 1992; Theill et al., 1992), human 
pituitary (Delhase et al., 1995), rhesus monkey pituitary and human and rhesus placenta 
(Schanke et al., 1997). Rat PITI 3 retains the DNA binding activity of PITI and can activate 
the G/f promoter (Konzak and Moore., 1992; Theill et al., 1992) but has lost the ability to 
activate the PRL (Morris et al., 1992; Theill et al., 1992), TSHfi (Haugen et al., 1993) and 
PITI promoters (Theill et al., 1992). More recently, in order to determine whether the aa 
sequence of the P domain dictates function. Diamond and Gutierrez-Hartmann (1996) 
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Transactivation POU-specific POU-homeo 
domain domain domain 
I 1 I 1 I 
exon I exon 2 exon 3 exon 4 exon 5 exon 6 
PlTIa I 11 11 11 I •• C 
(h, m, r, b) 
Functions affected 
pmp 
(r, h, mk) 
PITIT 
(m only) 
A4Pm 
(r only) 
exon 1 exon 2* exon 3 exon 4 exon S exon 6 
in—nizzz ic 
exon 1 exon 2** exon 3 exon 4 exon 5 exon 6 
I i n  I I  I I  ir - | i  
exon 1 exon 2 exon 3 exon 5 exon 6 
ilIZZJI l[=3l 
J retain binding activity on 
Pm target DNA, but 
activates GH only, not PRL, 
TSHb and PITI itself. 
] transactivation of TSHP 
but not GH an PRL. 
binds different sites, no 
transactivation function. 
Figure 1. PITI alternative transcript structures, affected functions. *: 26 aa addition 
to exon 2, **: 14 aa addition to exon 2. h: human; m: mouse; r: rat; b: bovine, mk: monkey. 
Adapted from Tuggle and Trenkle (1996). 
replaced it with 5 different 26 aa sequences. The results showed that the mutants fail to 
block the rat PRL promoter and have lost their inhibitory activity. Specifically, the PITIP-
mediated repression of basal and Ras stimulated rPRL promoter activity and PITI P's 
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inability to interact fimctionally with Ets-l are all lost with each of the ^-domain mutations. 
Also, the results showed that PITl and PITP can combine to repress basal rPRL promoter 
activitj', the transactivation properties of PITl and PITip were synergistic (Diamond and 
Gutierrez-Hartmarm 1996). PIT IT, which is expressed only in thyrotrophs and a thyrotroph 
derived cell line, contains an additional 14-aa insert in the PITl transactivation domain. Both 
PITl and PIT IT are required for TSHfi promoter activity in thyrotroph cells (Haugen et al., 
1993; 1994), but PITIT has no effect on GHor PEL promoters (Haugen et al, 1994). The 
A4Pm transcript, missing the entire exon 4 that encodes the POU-specific domain, was 
identified in rat pituitary derived cells (Voss et al., 1993; Day and Day, 1994). A A4Pm-
like (not identical) transcript was also found in rhesus pituitary (Schanke et al., 1997). DNA 
binding assays showed that the A4PIT1 can not bind the PRL promoter site but it can bind a 
different site efficiently, which was identified through random oligonucleotide selection 
(Voss et al., 1993). Gene transfer studies showed A4PIT1 inhibited PRL promoter activity 
(Day and Day, 1994). 
Pituitary abnormalfunction due to PITl deficiency 
In some dwarf mice and dwarf humans, PITl gene rearrangements or mutations were 
found to interrupt the normal development of the anterior pituitary, resulting in the loss of the 
expression of GH, PRL and TSH, and hypoplasia of their respective cell types. An insertion 
or inversion of more than a 4-kb DNA segment in the PITl gene was foimd in the Jackson 
dwarf mouse (Li et al., 1990). The Snell dwarf mouse strain was found to have a point 
mutation in both alleles of PITl, which is in the PITl POU-homeo domain (Trp261Cys) and 
resulted in abolishing its DNA-binding activity (Li et al., 1990). On the other hand, the 
Ames dwarf strain exhibits a similar phenotype to that of the Snell and Jackson dwarfs, but 
the defective gene has been mapped to a locus (dj) on chromosome 11 (Bartke, 1967; 
Buckwalter et al., 1991). Recently, Somson and coworkers positional cloned the df gene. 
Prophet of PITl {Prop-1). The df allele encodes a mutation in the Prop-1 protein which 
results in significant functional impairment of Prop-1, and it caused a failure of PITl 
function in Ames dwarf mice (Somson et al., 1996). In humans, point mutations in the PITl 
gene have been found that cause partial or complete combined pituitary hormone deficiency 
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Table 1. PITl mutants that cause complete or partial combined pituitary hormone deficiency 
(CPHD) in humans. 
Pm mutations Genetic oattem Reference 
E174G' & R172X in POU-specific domain compound heterozveous Brown et al.. 1998 
R271W in POU-homeo domain dominant negative* Aarskog et al., 1997 
sporadic Holletal., 1997 
dominant negative ???? de Zegher et al., 1995 
sporadic Cohen etal., 1995 
dominant negative Okamoto et al., 1994 
sporadic Radovick et al.. 1992 
K216E sporadic Cohen et al.. 1994 
P24L dominant negative Ohtaetal.. 1992 
A158P in POU-soecific domain recessive Pfaffle et al.. 1992 
A158P &. deletion of entire coding compound heterozygous Pfaffle et al., 1992 
Seauence 
R172X in POU-soecific domain recessive Tatsumi et al.. 1992 
R1430 in POU-soecific domain recessive Ohtaetal.. 1992 
E250X in POU-homeo domain recessive Irie et al.. 1995 
'means point mutations convert Glyi74 to GIU174. 
"Only one allele of PITl gene has mutation in these patients, the mutant PITl allele has dominant 
effect to cause the CPHD symptom. 
(CPHD) of GH, PRL and TSH in many cases. A summary of the CPHD cases in humans is 
given in Table 1. The phenotypic variability in the pattern of PUl mutations depends on the 
location and types of PITl gene mutations. As a general case, mutant PITl may not be able 
to bind target ON A, because most of the mutations causing CPHD are located on PITl DNA 
binding domains (POU-homeo domain or POU-specific domain). In some cases, mutant 
PITl binds response elements normally, but is unable to effectively activate its known target 
genes (Paffle et al., 1992), or acts as a dominant inhibitor of PITl action (Radovick et 
al., 1992). If both wild type and mutant PITl co-exist, then mutant PITl may interfere with 
the normal binding activity of wild PITl by forming homodimers that compete for DNA 
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binding or by forming heterodimers with wild type PITl on binding DNA and inhibiting its 
action (Radovick et al., 1992). The pituitary deficiency observed in rodents and humans with 
Pm mutations has indicated that PITl has a very important role in the developmental 
progression of the cell types in the mammalian pituitary. 
Associations between PITl polymorphisms and economic traits in livestock 
Because of the biological importance of PITl shown in rodents and humans, PITl 
was investigated for its association with economic traits in livestock and for its potential use 
in marker-assisted selection. The polymorphisms of PITl (P/Ti/BamHI, PFTlfMspl, 
P/r//RsaI) were found to be significantly associated with birth weight and carcass traits 
(mainly backfat thickness) in the ISU pig resource families (Yu et al., 1995). The significant 
associations between some carcass traits including several weight and backfat 
measurements and PITl were also found in a Wild Boar x Pietrain pig resource family (G. 
Moser, personal communication) by typing the Rsal RFLP. In cattle, PITl polymorphisms 
were shown to be associated with beef carcass measurements (Tank et al., 1994) and with 
milk yield, protein yield and some conformation traits in dairy cattle (Renaville et al., 1997). 
A summary of PITl associations with quantitative traits in livestock are given in Table 2. 
Many if not all of these physiological characteristics could be due to changes/ effects of the 
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis as they involve regulating bone, fat and/or muscle linear 
growth. 
Quantitative Trait Loci 
Definition and importance 
Quantitative differences in the performance of animals or plants depend on genetic factors 
that reside on many chromosomes (Sax, 1923). The kinds of traits exhibiting quantitative 
genetic variation are referred to as the "Quantitative Traits". The polygenic loci responsible 
for genetic variation in quantitative traits are referred to as "Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL)" 
(Soller, 1994). The variation of quantitative inheritance is determined by the actions of 
several loci together and quantitative trait expression is also markedly affected by 
environmental factors and the interaction between genes and environments (Andersscn et al.. 
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Table 2. PITl association with quantitative traits in livestock. 
Soecies Dolvmornhisms Quantitative traits P value reference 
Pig P/T/ZBamHI birth weight <-05 Yuetal., 1995 
average backfat <.10 
first rib backfat <.10 
last rib backfat <-10 
Pig Pm/Mspl birth weight <.01 Yuetal., 1995 
average backfat <.01 
first rib backfat <.0I 
last rib backfat <.10 
tenth rib backfat <.10 
Pig PITI/^al longissimus muscle area <.05 Yuetal., 1995 
Pig PrriMsdl carcass length <.01 G. Moser personal 
warm slaughter weight <.05 communication 
hot slaughter weight <.05 
half carcass weight <.05 
bacon weight <.05 
bacon meat <.05 
shoulder meat <.05 
shoulder fat <.05 
weight of cutlet <.05 
bodv cavitv fat <05 
Beef cattle P/T/ZHinfl weight of rib section of one <.05 Tank et al., 1994 
half of carcass 
weight of the ninth-tenth- <.05 
eleventh rib section(NTERJB) 
weight of seam fat in NTERIB <.05 
weight of bone in NTERIB <.05 
hot carcass weight <.10 
subcutaneous fat in NTERIB <-10 
Dairy cattle P/n/Hinfl milk yield <.10 Renaville et al., 1997 
protein yield <.05 
fat percentage <.10 
body depth <.10 
angularity <•10 
rear lee set <.10 
1994). Although much genetic progress has been made for traits of high heritability, 
improvement of some quantitative traits is difficult to make efficientiy based on phenotypic 
information only. This is because some traits are expressed late in life, are difficult to 
evaluate or strongly affected by enviroimiental factors, so that the heritability is low, e.g. 
fertility, disease resistance, feed efficiency, litter size, milk and egg production etc. (Soller 
1994). Therefore, an efficient way to identify QTLs and apply them directiy in the breeding 
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program will be a great benefit for agricultural producers and consumers. Modem molecular 
method, hold great power in identifying such QTLs. 
Identification 
The main idea of QTL mapping is to find an association between a quantitative 
character and the segregation of Mendelian marker loci. If DNA markers can be identified 
that are closely linked to a quantitative trait locus, then selection for improvement of the 
quantitative trait will be more efficient than the selection based on phenotypic value only. 
Because DNA marker selection is not affected by the environment and the DNA marker can 
be tested in early life. DNA marker selection will increase the intensity of selection, 
decrease the generation interval and increase the accuracy of selection (SoUer, 1994). 
Operationally, there are several steps toward the goal of identifying a QTL specific 
functional site in a DNA molecule. These steps include I) identification of chromosomal 
regions containing the QTL of interest, 2) localization of the QTL within these larger regions, 
3) identification of markers in tight linkage to the QTL, 4) identification of potential 
"candidate" genes in this "narrow" region, 5) identification of the specific gene associated 
with trait variation and 6) identification of the fimctional site at the gene (Soller, 1994). 
There are two general approaches to reach this goal. The first is to choose genes based on 
trait physiology. This is known as the "candidate gene" approach (Soller, 1994). The second 
one is the fiill scheme outlined above, which is based on mapping QTL to progressively 
narrower chromosomal regions, until suitable candidate genes are identified, or a positional 
cloning approach (Clooins, 1992) can be used. 
To correctly map a QTL, three main issues need to be considered. These are: 1) 
choice of population; 2) DNA markers and 3) statistical programs. In the following 
paragraphs, each of these important issues will be discussed in more detail. 
1) Choice of Population: generally, large families yield more information than smaller 
families do for QTL mapping purposes (Geldermann, 1990). Interest in the detection of QTL 
has concentrated mainly on the use of populations derived from the cross (usually F2 or 
backcross population) between two divergent lines or breeds that differ genetically for 
quantitative characters of interest (Geldermann, 1990; Lander and Botstein, 1989). This 
optimum situation for the detection of QTL is because populations derived from crosses of 
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highly divergent lines are likely to have segregating QTL of large effects. For many species, 
such populations are not available and would be very difficult to establish (Knott and Haley, 
1992). Outbred populations, which are common among livestock populations, have several 
disadvantages for the detection of QTL. It is probably uiu^asonable to assume that any 
particular allele at an anonymous marker locus will have a consistent association with a trait 
gene across the whole population in an outbred livestock population. In the absence of 
linkage disequilibrium, the phase of linkage between the QTL and the markers varies across 
families and hence analytical methods have to be used only within a single family or 
accumulate the within-family information across several families (SoUer, 1990; Haley, 
1995). It is therefore very important to keep good pedigree records and interested trait 
values. 
2) DNA markers: Polymorphic genetic markers are essential to the construction of a 
linkage map and to subsequent studies of QTL mapping (Archibald et al., 1995). For the 
purpose of mapping, DNA polymorphisms offer significant advantages because they are 
observed at the level of DNA and thus normally behave codominantly. They have a high 
level of allelic variation and are more or less free of epistatic effects (Geldermann, 1990). 
Before DNA markers were well developed, blood group polymorphisms were first used, 
followed by some protein markers (Arbona et al., 1988; Stear et al., 1988a; 1988b; 1989; 
Andersson-Eklund et al., 1990; Clamp et al., 1992). However, these methods were very 
limited, because for many important genes the gene products were unknown in farm animals 
and the analyzed genes did not have high polymorphism rates (Geldermann, 1990). The 
situation has improved greatly since restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 
analysis was developed (Kan and Dozy 1978; Botstein et al., 1980). Instead of examining 
some feature of the phenotype, the actual genotype could be revealed directly by a restriction 
map (Lewin, 1990). Basically, RFLP analysis was used to map known genes. Genetic 
markers within or adjacent to known genes have been called type I markers (O'Brien, 1991). 
The traditional RFLP analysis using DNA Southern blotting techniques requires large 
amounts of DNA, different restriction enzymes and is also time-consuming. After 
development of the polymerase chain reaction (PGR), the PGR-based RFLP analysis method 
(Fujii et al., 1991; Wilkins and Kuys, 1992) became established and was more efficient for 
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genotyping. However, most RFLPs have only two alleles and therefore can have no more 
than 50% heterozygosity (Ott, 1985). 
There are many anonymous, highly repeated DNA sequences throughout the genome, 
including minisatellites and microsatellites, which are referred to as type II markers (O'Brien 
1991). The discovery of minisatellites, consisting of tandemly repeated units of 11-60 bp 
which show extensive allelic variation in repeat copy number, have effectively provided 
highly polymorphic markers. Cloned DNA segments containing minisatellites have been 
used as hybridization probes to detect alleles from multiple loci. The resultant pattern of 
hybridizing fragments constitutes an individual-specific "DNA fingerprint" (Jeffreys et al., 
1985a). DNA fingerprinting has proved usefiil in determination of paternity (Jeffreys et al., 
1985b; Wells et al., 1988) and in forensic science. A second anonymous DNA marker is the 
microsatellite. Microsatellite polymorphisms in the length of tandemly repeated simple 
sequences of 2-4 base pairs are easily detectable and are highly polymorphic markers for 
genetic analysis. Polymorphisms from this type of marker are detected by the PGR 
amplification using primers designed from unique known sequences fianking the repeats 
(Wicking and Williamson, 1991). Techniques for detection other polymorphisms continues 
to improve speed of detection (e.g., selective genotyping) (Beckmann and Soller, 1990) and 
the variety of strategies employed (e.g., single strand conformation polymorphisms, 
amplified firagment length polymorphisms) (Orita et al., 1989; BCirkpatrick, 1992; Zabeau and 
Vos, 1993; Vosetal., 1995). 
Other marker systems with simple polymorphisms can sometimes be combined into a 
large niunber of haplotypes that fimction as multiple alleles (Soller, 1990) to increase the 
informativeness of the genetic markers. In the last five years, high-throughput genotyping, 
by using microfabricated capillary array electrophoresis chips, has been developing (Woolley 
et al., 1998). This kind of microarray-based analyses can allow the expression of thousands 
of genes to be assessed in a single experiment (reviewed by Johnston et al., 1998). For QTL 
analysis, the ideal genetic map of a livestock species should include both tj^je I and type II 
loci. The type II markers could be used to construct a map of the whole genome, and the 
type I markers could be studied as candidate genes after a QTL interval was determined 
(Archibald et al., 1995). 
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3) Statistical methods are very important for QTL mapping. After a phenotypically 
divergent population has been well genotyped by many type I and type II markers, the next 
step is to use statistical methods that can utilize and analyze the available information to find 
associations between the genotypes and phenotypes. Early QTL mapping, the process was 
focused more on a candidate gene approach using single loci (Flanagan et al., 1988; Jung et 
al., 1989; Cowan et al., 1990; Rothschild et al., 1990; Rocha et al., 1992; Andersson-Ekiund 
et al., 1993; Blattman et al., 1993; Yu et al., 1995; Rothschild et al., 1996). After more 
complete microsatellite-based maps become available, the search for QTL has used multiple 
markers (Clamp et al., 1992; Rothschild et al., 1995), multiple chromosomes (Wang et al., 
1998) and even whole genome scans (Andersson et al., 1994). The estimation of QTL 
location is possible using "interval mapping" procedures based on maximum likelihood 
estimation (Lander and Botstein, 1989) or on a linearized version of maximum likelihood 
(Knapp et al., 1990; Knott and Haley, 1992) or even a simple regression method (Haley and 
Knott, 1992; Haley et al., 1994). The information from linkage analyses is essential for 
multiple markers or genome scan analyses. 
The concept of linkage is not new. Two loci are linked if non-independent 
segregation of alleles at these loci can be observed. The closer two loci are, the lower the 
probability of a crossover event between them and the smaller the proportion of recombined 
gametes. There are many methods for testing linkage. Fisher (1935) introduced the 
likelihood approach and its statistical properties. In addition to testing the hypothesis of 
linkage, this approach allows the estimation of parameters. For a set of data under a specific 
hypothesis, the parameter estimates are the values that maximize the likelihood of linkage 
(reviewed by Clerget-Darpoux and Baur, 1990). In 1955, the LOD score method was 
proposed by Morton. This method uses an exact maximum likelihood test statistic in the 
sense that the likelihood of linkage is compared to the likelihood of no linkage, but the test is 
based on a sequential procedure (review by Clerget-Darpoux and Baur, 1990). 
However, it is not enough to detect linkage between genetic markers only, because 
their order and define a practical measurement of map distance are also very important. The 
map distance between two loci, in Morgan units, is defined as the expected number of 
crossovers between them. Unlike recombination rate, map distance is additive and a given 
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map fimction provides a transformation from map distance to recombination rate. Two 
approaches have been used to derive map functions. In the first, a probability model is 
assumed for the number of crossovers in an interval of length. Then recombination rate is 
calculated as the probability of an odd number of crossovers in the interval. The Haldane 
(1919) and Karlin (1984) map functions belong to the first approach. In the second 
approach, recombination events in two adjacent intervals are modeled while allowing for 
interference. This model is then used to develop a differential equation and the solution for 
the equation yields the map function. The Kosambi map fimction belongs to this second 
approach (R. Fernando, personal communication). Several linkage map computer packages 
are available including MAPMAKER (Lander et al., 1987) and CRIMAP (Green et al., 
1990). Both these programs are widely used by many geneticists. 
As mentioned before, a single marker (gene) approach has been used previously in 
the early stages of QTL identification. Haseman and Elston (1972) developed a method for 
detection of linkage between QTL and markers, which involves the regression of the squared 
phenotypic differences between two full sibs on the number of alleles at a marker locus that 
they share and were identical by descent. Goldgar (1990) developed a similar method that 
takes into account the nimiber of multiple markers and more than two full-sibs. Geldermann 
(1975) introduced use of the test in which the squared differences between animals in 
different marker classes within families are accimaulated. In two projects (Flanagan et al., 
1988; Jung et al., 1989) cluster analyses were used to group pigs into partially homogeneous 
subgroups on the basis of RFLP patterns. The objective of cluster analysis is to look for 
groups of units such that all units in a group are relatively "similar" to each other but 
relatively "different" from all units in the other groups (Li and Enfield, 1989). The single 
marker analyses for detecting the association between markers and quantitative characters by 
using least squares analysis or mixed model analysis with a complete relationship matrix 
were used in many candidate gene studies (Cowan et al., 1990; Rothschild et al., 1990; 
Clamp et al., 1992; Rocha et al., 1992; Andersson-Eklund et al., 1993; Blattman et al., 1993; 
Rothschild et al., 1995; Yu et al., 1995; Knorr et al., 1997). 
For the purpose of interval mapping, informative family groups can be used where 
both marker alleles and genes influencing the differences among quantitative traits both 
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segregate. The association of variation in quantitative traits with single marker loci allows an 
indirect identification of closely linked but unknown target genes (Geldermaim, 1990). 
Interval mapping described by Lander and Botstein (1989) is a method for investigating the 
location of QTL between intervals of flanking markers. This method adopts the approaches 
of LOD score analysis used in human genetics and likelihood analysis. This methodology 
applies for a cross between two inbred strains differing substantially in a qxiantitative trait. 
Knott and Haley (1992) developed a maximum likelihood method for the detection of QTL 
using flanking markers in fuU-sibs. This method incorporates a random component for 
common family effects due to additional QTL or the environment. In their studies they 
indicated that increasing the number of alleles at the marker loci and decreasing the interval 
size about the QTL increased power. Also, use of the flanking markers (interval mapping) 
was more powerful than was the use of single markers. Haley et al. (1992, 1994) also 
developed interval mapping methods based on least squares analysis using either the crosses 
between inbred lines (1992) or outbred lines (1994). They showed that the least squares 
methods produce results similar to those obtained using maximum likelihood. The advantage 
of using the least squares method is that it allows for complex models to be used (fit many 
parameters simultaneously). 
Rebai et al. (1995) compared the statistical power of the interval mapping approach, 
which was based on the use of likelihood ratio tests performed in many positions within the 
interval considered, to classical analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing using only the 
positions of the two markers. The assumptions in the analyses are that two homozygous line 
are crossed, and the F i hybrid is then crossed to one of the parental lines to give a segregating 
backcross population. Their results showed that the interval mapping test is only slightly 
more powerful (about 5%) than ANOVA for small intervals (less than 20cM) and that, for 
quite large effects of the QTL, the advantage of interval mapping increases as the distance 
between markers increases (more than 30% for intervals of about 70 cM). They suggested 
that interval mapping methods for QTL detection have several advantages over individual 
marker models, although such methods are more difficult to carry out. Methods based on 
linear model and regression analyses would be preferred to those of maximum likelihood 
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because they could be more easily generalized to estimate and test QTL parameters for 
several experimental and environmental designs. 
More recently, Casas-Carrillo and colleagues (Casas-Carrillo et al., 1997a) used 
selective genotyping, least squares analysis and interval mapping analysis to sequentially 
map the genomic regions associated with growth rate in pigs. They used selective 
genotyping to prescreen the whole genome on a marker-by-marker basis using only 
individuals from the tails of the phenotypic distribution. Then Chi-squares tests were 
performed for each marker to estimate the association between allele frequency of paternally 
inherited markers and average daily gain (ADG) of the performance groups. Those markers 
identified as nominally significant {P < .05) in selective genotyping were subsequently typed 
in all individuals in their respective half-sib family. In their second screening stage, data 
were analyzed separately for each sire group using least squares analysis. When nominally 
significant associations were found between marker genotypes and the trait (ADG), flanking 
markers were genotyped and interval mapping was performed (a maximum likelihood 
procedure as implemented in the ANIMAP linkage analysis program) to test marker-QTL 
linkage and establish the most probable location of the QTL. Similar screening methods of 
least squares and interval mapping analysis were also used to analyze the relationship of 
growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-1 genotypes with growth and carcass traits in 
pigs (Casas-Carrillo et al., 1997b). 
The threshold of significance on QTL detection has been determined in several ways. 
The simplest one is the nominal (also called pointwise) significance level which is the 
probability that one would encounter such as an extreme deviation by chance alone at a 
specific locus. This concerns a single test of the null hypothesis of no effect or linkage. 
Some researchers have used a permutation test to compute significance levels (e.g. 
Andersson et al. (1994), using the pedigree and marker genotypes of the actual data, 
simulated and analyzed 5000 replicates of trait data in which no QTL was segregating). 
From each replicate the greatest F ratio in the whole genome was selected. From these, the F 
ratio thresholds at which there was a 5,1, or 0.1% probability of detecting a QTL somewhere 
in the entire genome when none were present were calculated. This permutation test, in 
which the quantitative trait data are permutated with respect to the marker data a large 
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number of times to effectively sample from the distribution of the test statistic under a null 
hypothesis of no phenotype-genotype associations, was developed by Churchill and Doerge 
(1994). 
Another method has also been used. Lander and Schork (1994) and Lander and 
Kruglyak (1995) developed a formula to compute genome-wide significance level. The issue 
of statistical significance consists of first choosing an appropriate threshold T for declaring 
the presence of an effect, such that the genome-wide false positive rate, Prob (X > T), is 
small, under the null hypothesis that no effect is present. The genome-wide false positive 
rate, aT*=Prob (X > T somewhere in the genome), can be related to the nominal false 
positive rate, aT=Prob (X > T at a single point), by the formula: ax* = [C+2pGh(T)]aT, 
where C is the number of chromosomes, G is genetic length of the genome in Morgans and 
the constant p measures the crossover rate. Where p =1 for backcrosses or intercrosses in 
which only an additive component is fit (1 df); p =1.5 for intercrosses in which an additive 
and dominance component is fit (2 df); p =1 for grandparent-grandchild pair allele sharing; p 
=2 for half-sib pair alleles sharing (as well as for sib pairs regarded as the sum of two half-sib 
pairs) and for recombinant inbred lines produced by setting; p =2.5 for uncle-nephew pair 
allele sharing; p =8/3 for first-cousin pair allele sharing; and p =4 for recombinant inbred 
strains produced by brother-sister mating. The fimction h(T)=T^ is for a normally distributed 
statistic, and h(T)=T/(21ogelO) is for a lod score statistic. Lander and Kruglyak (1995) 
suggested for confirmation of linkage in which the linkage is significant from one or a 
combination of initial studies that has subsequently been confirmed in a further sample, a 
nominal P value of .01 should be required to declare confirmation at the 5% level in interval 
mapping analysis. They further suggested that the researcher report results when the nominal 
P value of .05 is seen. However, Southey and Femando (1998) showed that the genome-
wide proportion of false positives among significant results does not depend on the number 
of interval tests in QTL searches. They suggested that with large number of progeny, many 
assumptions required for interval mapping analysis were not important including the number 
of QTL and the magnitude of individual QTL effects. 
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From QTL to gene 
Once a QTL has been fine mapped, the marker most closely linked to it (for example, 
within 3-cM region) might be used as a selection marker for marker assisted selection 
(MAS). However, it will be best if the single locus responsible for the difference in a 
quantitative trait phenotype can be identified. As mentioned before, there are two general 
approaches for identifying a gene detected as a QTL in a particular genomic region. These 
are positional cloning (Collins 1992) and positional candidate gene analyses. Positional 
cloning is the cloning of a gene without any information about its protein product. It begins 
by determining the chromosomal location of the gene. Once the gene has been isolated, it 
can be sequenced and the characteristics of the protein for which it codes determined. 
Positional cloning requires that the map position of the locus of interest is known to be high 
precision, perhaps within a 0.3 cM interval, which is approximately the size of genomic 
inserts that can be contained in currently available cloning vectors. More recently, a high­
speed positional cloning method based on restriction landmarks was developed (Okazaki and 
Hayashizaki, 1997). The concept of this restriction landmark genome scarming (RLGS) is 
based on the idea ±at restriction enzyme sites can be used as landmarks. The RLGS method 
can be used to identify mutant genes of any organism efficiently. 
In terms of the positional candidate gene approach, the importance of comparative 
mapping cannot be overlooked. Once a QTL has been located to a chromosomal region 
(10~20 cM), the general synteny of mammalian chromosomes (Womack and Moll., 1986) 
may be able to be used to suggest possible candidate genes by referencing comparative maps. 
Comparison of the location of homologous genes within the human or the mouse map (the 
most map rich species) and livestock maps provides an advantage for livestock genetics 
because the detailed knowledge of the human genome can be used in animal breeding and 
improvement (Wakefield and Graves, 1996). There are several ways to compare the 
mammalian genomes. At the largest scale level are cytological comparisons, including the 
cross-species in situ hybridization (Zoo-FISH). Determination of the physical location of 
homologous genes or DNA sequences to chromosomes by somatic cell hybrid, radiation 
hybrid or fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) methods and determining the genetic 
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location by linkage mapping is possible (Lyons et al., 1997). At the present time, fortunately 
a wealth of databases containing genomic information is available and one can easy access 
via the internet. The internet-based informatic tools provide for us a resource for both 
positional cloning and identifying candidate genes for specific phenotypes (reviewed by 
Seldin, 1997). 
After the possible gene has been cloned, it is also important to examine whether this 
is the correct gene corresponding to the phenotype of interest. That means that, if the gene 
was correctly cloned, manipulated or knocked out it will result in changing the corresponding 
phenotype. The example of the NRAMP gene, including positional cloning the gene for 
natural resistance to infection with intracellular parasites (Vidal et al., 1993) and later the in 
vivo study directly investigating whether a "mutant" gene makes a "mutant" animal (Vidal et 
al., 1995), will be described in a more detail to better explain this approach. Natural 
resistance to infection with intracellular parasites is controlled by a dominant gene on mouse 
chromosome 1, called Beg, Lsh or Ity. Beg affects the capacity of macrophages to destroy 
ingested intracellular parasite early during infection. Beg is a single gene with two allelic 
forms in the mouse (resistant, Bc^, and susceptible, Bc^. Positional cloning was chosen to 
isolate the Beg candidate gene by using known mapping information to construct a high 
resolution linkage map of a mouse chromosome 1 segment of 30 cM overlapping Beg. 
Pulsed field gel electrophoresis and fluorescence in situ hybridization were used to construct 
a long-range physical map of the Beg region (~l.lMb). Two tightly linked DNA markers 
were identified and used to screen a mouse YAC library and then subcloned DNA inserts 
from individual YAC clones into cosmid and bacteriophage vectors. Exon amplification was 
used to search for candidate transcription units within the cloned cosmid contig. The 
putative exons were then checked by nucleotide sequencing, comparison to DNA sequence 
databases. Zoo blot and Northern blot methods. A putative exon clone that was highly 
conserved and expressed in the spleen only was used to isolate corresponding cDNA clones 
from the pre-B cell library. The longest clone was 2.4 kb and was similar to the size of 
mRNA transcript, which was detected by the cloned exon from spleen. Expression of this 
gene in tissues and cell types known to express Beg phenotypically, together with its 
chromosomal location, made it a strong candidate for the Beg gene named NRAMP. NRAMP 
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was predicted to exist by searching the databases to encode for a novel polypeptide with 
characteristics of prokaryotic and enkaryotic transport proteins. One G to A substitution at 
nucleotide 596 resulting in Gly^^'~^Asp'^' within the transmembrane 4 domain and was 
found to be absolutely associated with the Beg phenotj^e. Gene targeting was then used to 
create a null allele at the NRAMP locus to determine if NRAMP and Beg were indeed allelic 
and to compare the phenotypic expression of NRAMP*^'^^ and NRAMP null mutations. A 
target vector was designed containing the DNA insert overlapping exons 5-15 from the 
NRAMP gene, and the neo expression cassette was flanked by exons 5, 6 and part of 7 on one 
side and exon 9-15 on the other side of the cassette. The targeting vector was then 
transfected into ES cells. The mutant NRAMP allele was targeted by homologous 
recombination in ES cells. The ES clones containing the targeted mutant NRAMP allele were 
used to produce chimeric mice by injection into BALB/c {NRAMF^'^^) blastocysts. The 
chimeric males x BALB/c females produced F1 {NRAMP ) animals. The F1 animals 
were used to generate more NRAMP backcross or NRAMP "^*by intercross mice. 
The NRAMP^'*^'^^ and NRAMP^' mice were then tested for susceptibility to infection with 
BCG. The results showed that NRAMP and Beg are allelic; NRAMP^^^^ is a null allele, 
NRAMT', NRAMP^-^'^^ and NRAMP^"^^^'^"^^imce are equally susceptible to BCG. Using 
positional cloning and the homozygous recombinant mouse as an animal model appears to 
demonstrate that NRAMP is the gene corresponding to natural resistance to infection with 
intracellular parasites. 
A familiar example for livestock is the hunt for the mh (muscular hypertrophy) locus, 
which was identified recently as the myostatin gene, in the commonly known double muscled 
cattle. This example demonstrated the use of the comparative mapping, abundant genome 
information from human and mice work, positional cloning and use of the knockout mice 
model (reviewed by Smith, 1997). 
Application of QTL mapping 
The purpose of QTL mapping for animal breeding is to discover markers associated 
with important traits, which will be useful for the marker-assisted selection (MAS). In cattle, 
MAS is already used for sexing pre-implantation embryos using Y-chromosome-specific 
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probes (Herr et al., 1990) and for genotyping at the a-casein (Medrano and Aguilar-Cordova, 
1990). In pigs, there are two good examples for MAS. There are tests for the HAL gene that 
is being used to decrease the frequency of porcine stress syndrome and the second is the ESR 
gene for increasing litter size. Rothschild and colleagues investigated the role of the estrogen 
receptor (ESR) locus in controlling litter size by using the candidate gene approach. They 
demonstrated that ESR is significantly associated with litter size (Rothschild et al., 1996; 
Short et al., 1997). The preferred B allele in Meishan crosses is associated with a first parity 
increase of 1.15 pigs per litter for each copy of the allele. In later litters, the effect of the B 
allele is about 0.5 pigs per litter. In the Large White breed, the B allele also segregates and 
the effect varies firom 0.4-0.5 pigs per litter in first litters and 0.3-0.4 pigs per litter in later 
parities. 
A single point mutation in the porcine gene for the skeletal muscle ryanodine receptor 
was found to be correlated with Malignant Hyperthermia in five major breeds of lean, 
heavily muscled swine (Fujii et al., 1991). The assay for the ryanodine receptor mutation 
using PCR-RFLPs can identify all three PSS genotypes while the halothane challenge test 
can detect only homozygous stress animals (Rempel et al., 1993). The gene test for HAL is 
being used worldwide while ESR is used by one commercial company. 
MAS could be a very usefiil tool in introgression of favorable gene from one breed to 
the other, e.g., introgression of trypanotolerance from N'Dama to other breeds of cattle. 
Introgression of a favorable gene from one breed to the other can be carried out by a series of 
backcrosses to the recipient breed, accompanied by selection of the best performing animals 
to continue to cross and select for the gene. MAS could save time (generation interval) and 
money for trait evaluation (Soller, 1994). 
QTL mapping on pig chromosome 13 
Considerable information from linkage maps (Archibald et al., 1995; Rohrer et al., 
1994; Rohrer et al., 1996; Marklund et al., 1996), physical maps (Yerle et al., 1995; Yerle et 
al., 1997) and comparative maps are available for pig chromosome 13 studies (Wakefield and 
Graves 1996; Lyons et al., 1997). Davies and colleagues (1995) did an alignment of the 
USD A genetic linkage map and the PiGMaP linkage map for porcine chromosome 13. 
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Rohrer et al. (1996) presented a very high-density porcine genetic linkage map, which 
merged markers from the publicized USDA-MARC with some from the PiGMaP and 
NORDIC linkage maps. Using the Nordic map, a genome scan has identified birth weight 
and early growth quantitative trait loci (QTL) on pig chromosome 13 in a European Wild 
Boar X Large White resource family (Andersson et al., 1994). The QTL peak was located 
between S0087 and Sw398 (L. Andersson, personal conmiunication). 
The polymorphisms of PITl, which is a positive regulatory factor of growth hormone, 
prolactin and thyrotroph-stimulating hormone P genes, were found to be associated with 
growth and carcass traits in ISU resource families (Yu et al., 1995). In these studies, the 
Mspl CC genotypes were associated with heavier birth weight (P < .01) and greater backfat 
(P < .01) than were the DD genotype pigs. The CC genotype represented primarily the 
Chinese background. Several other associations point to a QTL in this region. Associations 
{P < .05) between some carcass traits including several weight and backfat measurements 
and Pm were found in a Wild Boar x Pietrain pig resource family (G. Moser, personal 
communication). A chromosome 13 QTL in the region of PITl has also been identified for 
21 and 35 day weights in the same Wild Boar x Pietrain family (G. Moser, personal 
communication). The transferrin (TF) locus on pig chromosome 13 has been found to be 
associated with early body weights (Chowdhary et al., 1993; Nystrom et al., 1997). The E. 
coli K88 receptor (K88R), which is located at a distance of about 7 cM from TF, was also 
shown to be associated with birth weight (Jensen et al., 1968; Edfors-Lilja et al., 1986; 
Guerin et al., 1993). Together these results appear to confirm the presence of a QTL in this 
region. 
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CHAPTER 2. CLONING OF THE FULL LENGTH PIG PITl cDNA, ITS 
ALTERNATIVE TRANSCRIPTS, AND FUNCTIONAL STUDIES OF 
ENCODED PROTEINS 
A paper to be submitted to Gene 
T.-P. Yu, H. S. Sun, M. F. Rothschild and C. K. Tuggle* 
Abstract 
Pm is an essential regxilatory gene of growth hormone (GH), prolactin (PRL) and 
thyrotropin 3 subunit (TSHfi). A partial PITl cDNA (Tuggle et al., (1993) Anim. Genet. 24, 
17-21) was cloned and a genomic clone of the entire 3' end of the PITl gene was isolated 
(Yu et al., (1994) Anim. Genet. 25, 229-233). The PITl polymorphisms are associated with 
several performance traits in the pig (Yu et al., (1995) J. Anim. Sci. 73, 1282-1288). In order 
to understand the biological function of the pig PITl gene and its possible application in 
swine genetics, the completed cDNA cloning of the full length pig PITl gene was completed. 
The pig pm cDNA and its deduced protein sequence, respectively, have approximately 90% 
and 95% identity with the PITl cDNA and PITl protein of other species. Several PITl 
alternative spliced forms were also identified by RT-PCR. They were the ASPITl (missing 
entire exon 3), A4Pm (missing entire exon 4) and PITlfi (additional 26 amino acids inserted 
in front of exon 2). The A4Pm and PITip have been found to cause functional differences 
in other species (Haugen et al., (1993) J. Biol. Chem. 268, 20818-29824; Konzak and Moore, 
(1992) Mol. Endocrinol. 6, 241-247; Morris etal., (1992) Nucleic Acids Res. 20(6), 1355-
1361; Theill et al., (1992) The EMBO Journal 11, 2261-2269; Voss et al., (1993) Mol. 
Endocrinol. 7, 1551-1560 and Day and Day, (1994) Mol. Endocrinol. 8, 374-381). The 
A3Pm has only been found in the pig so far. Therefore, potentially different flmctions 
between the pig ASPITl and PITl were analyzed using the DNA mobility shift assay. E. coli-
expressed PITl and A3 PITl protein were used with rat growth hormone (fGH) and rat 
prolactin (rPRL) promoter DNA in the DNA mobility shift assays. The results showed that 
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pig PITl can specificjilly bind rG//and rPRL promoter regions, but the pig A3 PIT 1 cannot, 
even at very high protein concentrations. Possible protein-protein interactions between 
A3PITI and PITl were tested by mixing protein extracts before the gel shift assay, and the 
results showed that A3 PITl protein did not affect PITl binding to its target DNA. 
Abbreviations: aa, amino acid(s); bp, base pair(s); cDNA, DNA complementary to RNA; 
A: delta; DTT: dithiothreitol; IPTG: isopropyl P-D-thiogalactopyranoside; kb, kilobases(s); 
kDa, kilodalton(s); NC, nitrocellulose; nt, nucleotide(s); p, plasmid; PMSF, phenyhnethyl 
sulfonyl fluoride; re-, recombinant and RT-PCR; reverse transcribed-polymerase chain 
reaction. 
1. Introduction 
PITl, a member of the POU-domain family of transcription factors, is a 291-amino-
acid (aa) protein with an N-termin£il transactvation domain and a DNA-binding POU-domain 
(Herr et al., 1988). The POU-domain consists of a C-terminal POU-homeo domain (60 aa) 
and a N-terminal POU-specific domain (75-82 aa) separated by a short non-conserved linker 
(Herr et al., 1988; Sturm and Herr, 1988; Rosenfeld 1991). Both the POU-homeo domain and 
the POU-specific domain are highly conserved and critical for high affinity DNA binding 
(Ingraham et al., 1990). PlTI contains 6 exons, spanning 1.6-2.2 kb in different species. In 
mammalian species, the PITl protein is highly conserved, being 90-94% identical across the 
entire protein and 97-99% identical in the POU domain region (reviewed by Tuggle and 
Trenkle, 1996). Expression of PITl is required for the normal growth and development of 
three anterior pituitary cell tj^es, somatotrophs, lactotrophs and thyrotrophs, as well as the 
regulation of the GH, PRL and TSH^ genes (Simmons et al., 1990; Dolle et al., 1990). PITl 
binds its target DNA promoter as a dimer (Ingraham et al., 1990; Holloway et al., 1995; 
Jacobson et al., 1997). 
The Jackson and Snell lines of dwarf mice were shown to result from mutations in 
pit-1 (Li et al., 1990). In humans, point mutations in PFTl have been found that cause partial 
or complete combined pituitary hormone deficiency (CPHD) of GH, PRL and TSH in many 
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cases. The CPHD results in a dwarf phenotype and hypoplastic pituitary in some patients 
(reviewed by Cohen et d., 1996; Aarskog et al., 1997; Holl et al., 1997; and Brown et al., 
1998). The observations in mice and humans demonstrate the importance of PITI for anterior 
pituitary development and function. In livestock, PITI polymorphisms were associated with 
pig growth and carcass traits (Yu et al., 1995; Yu et al., 1996; G. Moser, personal 
communication), beef birth weight EPD and carcass measurements (Tank et al., 1994; 
Moody et al., 1996), and milk yield, protein yield and some conformation traits in dairy cattle 
(Renaville et al., 1997). 
In addition to the major PITI transcript, several PITI altemative transcripts exist in 
other species: PITI^PITIa/GHFl (Konzak and Moore 1992; Morris et al., 1992; Theill et 
al., 1992; Delhase et al., 1995; Schanke et al., 1997); A4Pm (Voss et al., 1993; Day and 
Day, 1994); and PITIT (Haugen et al., 1993). PITIP, the first reported altemative splice 
transcript of PITI, has an additional 78 bp insertion 5' end of exon 2. This leads to a 26 aa 
insertion in the transactivation domain of PITI. PITI P expression was found in rat pituitary 
cell lines (Konzak and Moore, 1992; Morris et al., 1992; Theill et al., 1992), human pituitary 
(Delhase et al., 1995), rhesus monkey pituitary, human placenta and rhesus placenta 
(Schanke et al., 1997). Rat PITI 3 retains the DNA binding activity of PITI and can activate 
the G/f promoter (Konzak and Moore., 1992; Theill et al., 1992) but has no ability to activate 
the PRL promoter(Morris et al., 1992; Theill et al., 1992), TiS/fjlS (Haugen et al., 1993) and 
Pm promoters (Theill et al., 1992). More recently, to determine whether the aa sequence of 
the p domain dictates its function. Diamond and Gutierrez-Hartmann (1996) replaced it with 
five different 26 aa sequences. Their results showed that the mutants fail to block expression 
from the rat PRL promoter and lose their inhibitory activity. Specifically, P domain 
mutations cause loss of the PITiP-mediated repression of basal and Ras-stimulated rPRL 
promoter activity and PITiP's inability to interact functionally with Ets-1. Also the results 
showed that PITI and PITip can combine to repress basal rPRL promoter activity, and that 
the transactivation properties of PITI and PITip were synergistic (Diamond and Gutierrez-
Hartmann 1996). PIT IT, which is expressed specifically in thyrotrophs and a thyrotroph 
derived cell line, contains an additional 14-aa insert in the PITI transactivation domain. Both 
PITI and PITIT are required for promoter activity in thyrotrophs (Haugen et al., 1993; 
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1994), but PIT IT has no effect on GH or PRL promoters (Haugen et al, 1994). The A4Pm 
transcript, missing the entire exon 4 that encodes the POU-specific domain, was identified in 
cells derived from rat pituitary (Voss et al., 1993; Day and Day, 1994). A A4Pm-\\ks (not 
identical) transcript was also found in rhesus pituitary (Schanke et al., 1997). DNA binding 
assays showed that A4PIT1 cannot bind the PRL promoter site but it can bind a different site 
efficiently, which was identified through random oligonucleotide selection (Voss et al., 
1993). Gene transfer studies showed that A4PIT1 inhibited PRL promoter activity (Day and 
Day 1994). 
We report here the cloning of the full length pig PlTl cDNA and several pig PlTl 
alternative transcripts from pig pituitary mRNA including a novel A3 transcript. We have 
investigated the DNA binding function of the encoded protein of the major PITl transcript 
and the AJPITl alternative transcript. 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.L Constructing and sequencing of the full length pig PITl cDNA, and identification of 
PlTip, A3PIT1 andA4PITl 
Poly (A)^ mRNA were isolated from pituitary glands of individual adult and weaned 
pigs with Fastrack kit (Invitrogen, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Random primed first strand 
cDNA was PCR amplified using primers based on the known cDNA sequence within exon 4 
of pig Pm (for 3' primer) and a consensus sequence within the conserved 5' untranslated 
region of human, mouse and bovine PITl (for 5' primers) (Figure 1). The PCR conditions 
began with a 95 °C incubation for 5 minutes, followed by 37 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C 
for 1 minute, aimealing at 55 °C for 1 minute and extension at 72 °C for 2 minutes. PCR 
products were electrophoresed and blotted to NC membrane and hybridized with the 5' 
untranslated region of bovine PFTl labeled with ^^P using high stringency hybridization 
conditions (Tuggle et al., 1993). 
The second (638 bp) and fourth (413 bp) of four amplified transcripts, which 
hybridized to bovine PFTl (Figure 3), were subcloned into pTTBIue (Novagen Inc.). Two 
positive clones for each transcript were sequenced by using the PCR primers. The sequence 
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results were computed and compared to known sequences using the GCG and NCBI BLAST 
servers. The 638 bp transcript was revealed to be the PITl transcript. The 413 bp transcript, 
which was identical to PlTl except for the deletion of entire exon 3 of PlTl, was named 
A3Pm. To confirm the identity of pig ASPITl, a junction-specific primer was designed as 
the 3' primer based on the sequence splice joint between exon 2 and 4 (Figure 1). The 
weaning and adult pigs' pituitary first strand cDNAs fi-om multiple animals and multiple 
preparations were used as templates. Full length cDNAs of PFTl and ASPITl were also 
amplified to demonstrate that this primer set will amplify only the specific exon 2-exon 4 
junction but not the exon 2-exon 3 junction. The PGR conditions for ASPITl amplification 
were similar to the PGR conditions described above, except that annealing temperature is 65 
°G. The first (716 bp) of the four transcripts was used as template and was re-amplified using 
the 5' primer (primer 1) and the P domain and exon 2 junction primer (primer 7) (Figure 1) 
for confirmation of the existence of PITl The re-amplified PGR product was cloned, 
sequenced. To determine the existence of A4PIT1 in pig, the 5' primer in exon 3 and the 3' 
primer in exon 5 were used to amplify pituitary mRNA (Figure 1). This amplified transcript 
was also sequenced. 
The pig Pm POU-domain cDNA (Tuggle et al., 1993) has an overlap region with 
the 5' pig PITl (638 bp) cDNA as well as the 3' pig PITI genomic clone (Yu et al., 1994). 
The restriction digestion of 5' PITI cDNA was with EcoRI, the 3' PITI genomic DNA was 
with Bglll, and the PITI POU-domain cDNA was with both EcoRI and Bglll. To obtain the 
full length pig PITl cDNA, these three pieces of pig PITI DN A were ligated. The pig PITI 
cDNA sequence and its deduced aa sequence were compared to the PITI cDNA and aa 
sequences of other species. 
2.2. Preparation of pig PITl and A3 PITl recombinant protein and the rat GH and PRL 
promoter DNA 
The 5' pig PUI and A3 PITI cDNA were ligated with the POU-domain (Tuggle et al., 
1993) and the 3' region (Yu et al., 1994) of pig PFTl cDNA (as described in 2.1), 
respectively, to construct the full length pig PFTl and A3 PITl cDNA. The Ugation products 
of pm and A3 PFTl were amplified by using PGR primers 1 and 6 (Figure 1). The random 
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primed first strand cDNA of pig pituitary was also amplified using primers 1 and 6 to verify 
the PITl and AJPITl mRNA structure and existence in pituitary. The full length cDNA of 
pig Pm and A3Pm were cloned in the pET-I7b expression vector using BamHI and 
Hindlll restriction enzyme, to create a translation fusion and then transformed into the E. coli 
strain BL21(DE3) pLysS (Novagen Inc.). The pET-17b vector without PUl insert was used 
as a negative control. Cells were harvested 3 hours after induction with IPTG. Total cell 
protein was isolated from the induced cells and separated to soluble and insoluble forms 
(Figure 4). The cell protein was quantified by spectrophotometry and silver staining (Wray 
etal., 1981). 
Two promoter construct plasmids, rGH237 and 956rPRL (Konzak et al., 1992), 
containing the rG/f and rPRL promoters, respectively, were kindly provided by Dr. K. 
BConzak (Dept. of Molecular Biology, Mass. General Hospital, Boston, MA). BamHI-Sacl 
fragments of the rGH promoter containing two PITl bindmg sites and Ddel fragments of a 
proximal rPRL promoter region containing four PITl binding sites (IP to 4P) were isolated. 
The isolated rGH and rPRL fragments were ^^P-filling-in labeled (using Klenow DNA 
polymerase) and end labeled (using T4 kinase) respectively, and then used in DNA mobility 
shift assays. 
2.3. DNA mobility shift assays 
The soluble fraction of the expressed protein extracts from PITl, A3 PIT I and the 
vector were incubated individually at room temperature with ^^P-labeled rGH {OT rPRL) 
promoter DNA, DNA binding buffer (Voss et al., 1991) and poly d(I/C). The DNA-protein 
reactions were then electrophoresed on 6% acrylamide gels, and free ^^P-labeled rGH (or 
rPRL) promoter DNA was run as control. The gels were dried and autoradiography was 
performed. Excess (10-fold and 100-fold) nonradioactive-labelled rGH {ov rPRL) promoter 
DNA were used as specific competitor and pig PITl POU cDNA was used as sequence 
nonspecific competitor in competition studies. The presence of possible direct interactions 
between PITl and A3PITI was tested by incubating the protein extracts of PITl and A3PITI 
together with ^^P-Iabeled rGH (or rPRL) DNA before performing DNA mobility shift assays. 
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3. Results 
3.1. Constructing and sequencing of the full length pig PITl cDNA and identification of 
splice variants of PITl 
In order to understand the biological function of the swine PITl gene and its possible 
application in pig breeding, the full length pig PITl cDNA was constructed by PGR. The 
Pm POU-domain cDNA (Tuggle et al., 1993) and a genomic clone containing the entire 3' 
sequence (Yu et al., 1994) had already been isolated. Therefore a PGR strategy was used to 
clone the 5' region of pig PITl in this study. One major transcript and three alternative PITl 
transcripts were obtained from pig pituitary mRNA. All these four transcripts hybridized to 
the bovine PITl 5' untranslated region (Figure 3). The sizes of these fragments were 716, 
638, 540 and 413 bp. 
The 540 bp fragment was less abundant than the other three detected fragments and 
has proven difficult to clone. However, the 638 and 413 bp fragments were subcloned, 
sequenced and compared to the known PITl sequence. The 638 bp fragment was revealed to 
be the PITl major transcript by sequence matching. The 413 bp fragment was missing the 
entire exon 3 of PITl and was named ASPITI (Genbank accession No. AF016382). RT-PGR 
from pituitary mRNA of weaning and adult pigs was performed using an exon2-exon 4 
junction primer (Figure 1) amplified a A3 PITl fragment of the expected size (348 bp), which 
demonstrated the existence of the A3Pm in pituitary mRNA (data not shown). Due to the 
high similarity between the exon2-exon4 and exon3-exon4 junctions, a 573 bp-PGR fragment 
was also amplified from the major PITl transcript. The identities of the 348 bp and 573 bp 
PGR fragments were confirmed by PGR amplification of cloned transcripts. 
The 716 bp fragment, with its additional 78 bp, was isolated and reamplified by using 
primer 1 and a specific P domain and exon 2 junction primer (primer 7). Sequencing revealed 
this PGR product is to be PIFip (Genbank accession No. AFO10475). The sequence of the 26 
aa region specific to PITlP has a 88% identity between pig and human and a 81% identity 
between pig and rat. Another pig PITl splicing form that was 165 bp shorter than PITl was 
also detected in pig pituitary cDNA by amplification of a primer in exon 3 and one in exon 5 
(Figure 1). This transcript was sequenced by using the PGR primers and revealed to be 
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missing the entire exon 4, equivalent to the A4Pm transcript (Genbank accession No. 
AF016348) in rat (Day and Day, 1994; Voss et al., 1993). 
The full length pig PITl (Genbank accession No. AFO16251, Figure 2) and ASPITl 
cDNA were constructed by using the 5' region (the 638 bp clone), the POU-domain region 
and the 3' region. The constructed fiill length PFTI and A3 PITl cDNA were amplified using 
primerl and 6, the PGR product were then cloned. To demonstrate that this constructed PFTI 
and A3PIT1 cDNA represents the in vivo products, first strand pituitary cDNA was also 
amplified using primers 1 and 6. Expected sizes of 1054 bp (PITl) and 829 bp {A3PFTI) 
were observed. The full length PFTI cDNA shows high sequence similarity to the PFTI 
sequence of bovine, hiomans and rodents (Table 1). Overall, there is approximately 90% 
identity in nt and 95% identity in aa between pig PFFl and the PFFl of compared species. 
3.2. Functional studies of the pig PITl and A3 PITl 
Although several different splicing variants of PFFl were found in rodents, human 
and monkey (Voss et al., 1991; Theill et al., 1992; Hungen et al., 1993; and Voss et al., 
1993). A3PFTI, the form without exon 3, has not been observed in other species. Therefore 
possible functional difference between A3PFF1 and PFFl were investigated. The full length 
PFFl coding region and the A3 PFFl coding region were cloned into the pETlTb vector for 
expression in E. coli. The E. coli- derived re-PITl and re-A3PITl proteins (Figure 4A) were 
produced and isolated (Novagen Inc.) and used in DNA mobility shift assays to investigate 
the binding of pig PITl (pPITl) and A3PIT1 to rGH and rPRL promoters. Pig PITl bound to 
the rGH promoter DNA strongly and specifically (Figure 4B). Identical assays using rPRL as 
a target showed very similar results (data not shown). In Figure 4C, PITl and A3PIT1 were 
run side by side to compare their DNA binding ability. The A3PIT1 showed no binding with 
the promoter even when the protein concentration was increased 16 fold. Similar results 
were seen in rPRL promoter assays (data not shown). Because PITl binds DNA as a dimer, 
the re-PITl and re-A3PITl protein were incubated together with the ^^P-labeled rGH 
promoter or rPRL promoter to determine if A3 PITl can potentially dimerize with PITl and 
affect the DNA binding activity of PITl. The results showed that A3PIT1 did not affect the 
DNA binding ability of PITl on rG//" (Figure 4C), nor on rPRL (data not shown). 
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4. Discussion 
4.1. The swine full length PITl cDNA and the function of its encoded protein 
Transcripts of the PITl gene were detected by PGR from the pig pituitary, confirming 
previous Northern results (Yu et al., 1994). PGR products from the pituitary were further 
used to sequence the pig PITl cDNA. The full length pig PITl cDNA is highly similar to 
Pm of other mammals (Table 1). Rodent and human PITl plays an essential role in 
regulating transcription of the GH, PRL and TSHp genes (Dolle et al., 1990; Ingraham et al., 
1990 a b; Li et al., 1990; Simmons et al., 1990; Pfaffle et al., 1992; Radovick et al., 1992 and 
Steinfelder et al., 1992). As rat growth hormone (,rGH) and prolactin {rPRL) promoters are 
highly similar to the pig GHznd PRL promoters, the function of pig PITl protein was 
studied by using available rG/f and rPRL promoter DNA. The strong and specific binding of 
pig PITl to rG^ and rPRL promoters DNA reveals the flmctional conservation of PITl 
across these species. Taken together, the conserved structure, expression pattern and function 
of pig pm with pm in other species demonstrates that the PlTI gene also plays an 
essential role in growth and development in pig. 
4.2. The alternative transcripts of swine PITl 
pm alternative spliced forms, PITl and A4Pm, have been identified in humans 
and/or rodents, and are functionally distinct from the major PITl transcript (Konzak and 
Moore 1992; Morris et al., 1992; Theill et al., 1992; Delhase et al., 1995; Voss et al., 1993; 
Day and Day, 1994). PGR products encoding PITl^ and A4Pm transcripts have also 
identified in the pig. The sequence similarity of PITip and A4PIT1 and the flmctional 
conservation of PITl between pig and rodent suggest that the PFTip and A4Pm have a 
similar function in pig. 
An unique PITl isoform, A3Pm, that has lost the entire exon 3, was discovered in 
the pig. Flmctional studies of ASPFTI showed that the A3PIT1 did not bind rG^ and rPRL 
promoters. This result is consistent with results in rat that showed a required amino acid 
sequence in PITl exon3 for the DNA binding function of PITl (Ingraham et al., 1990). The 
protein-protein interaction experiment showed the A3PIT1 did not affect the DNA binding 
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ability of PITl. The function of A3PIT1 remains unknown, it might have a negative effect 
like A4PIT1. However, it will be necessary to conduct further research to understand the 
function and importance of the existence of A3 PITl. 
Differential expression and function of PITl alternative transcripts was found in 
rodents, so that the existence of the alternative transcripts in pig might influence pigs' 
growth. The association between the expression of the PITl alternative transcript, the 
expression of PITl regulating genes and the phenotypic effect are now under investigation. 
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Figure 1. The location and sequence of PGR primers for cloning the 5' pig PITl cDNA and 
identifying PITl splicing variants. Arrows indicate the direction and approximate location of 
PGR primers. Primers 1 and 2 were consensus sequence from human, bovine and mouse; 
primer 3 was a pig PITl POU-domain primer. Primer 3 paired with primer 1 and 2, 
respectively, to amplify pig pituitary cDNA to get the 5' region of pig PITl cDNA. Primers 4 
and 5 were used to detect the existence of A4Pm. Primer 6, which is on the 3' end of PITl, 
was paired with primer 1 and used to amplify the full length PITl cDNA. Primer 7, which is 
the 3 domain and exon2 junction primer was designed to pair with primer 1 to confirm the 
existence of PITip. Primer 8, which joins exon 2 and exon 4 was designed to pair with 
primer 1 to confirm the existence of A3PITL The sequence of the PGR primers are: primer I; 
GGGTTGGTGATGTATATATG, primer 2: TGGGGGGTTTGAGAGAGTAATA, primer 3: 
GAAATGGGGAAATAGTGGTT, primer 4: TTGGTGAGGAGAGGTTGAGT, primer 5: 
GTTTGATTTGGTGGGAGTTTG, primer 6: 
GAGGATGGGAAGAGAAAAGAATGAGAAAT, primer 7: 
AAGTGGTGTGGGTGTGTTTGG, primer 8: ATTTGTTTGGGTGTATGGTG. 
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1 ATaAOTTaCCAACCTTTTACTTCXKSCTaACiVCCTTTATACCTCTCAATTCTaAaTCTTCT 
(1) MSCQPFTSADTFIPEfNSESS 
61 aCAACTCTGCCTCTGATCATaCATCACAaTaCAaCAa&aTaCTTACCAaCCTCCAACCAT 
( 2 1 )  A T L P l . Z K H a S A A E C I . P A S N H  
I  I I I  
121 aCCACCAACaTaATaTCCACAGCAACAaaACTTCATTATTCTaTCCCTTCCTOTCATTAT 
( 4 1 )  A T N V H S T A T O X . H T S V P S C H V  
I III 
181 aaAAACCAaTCATCaACCTATaaAOTAATaaCAaaaAaCTTAACCCCTTQTCTTTATAAa 
( 6 1 )  a N Q S S T Y O V M A a S I . T P C I i Y K  
241 TTTCCTGACCACACCTTaAaTCATGaCTTTCCTCCCATaCACCAaCCTCTCCTaCCAaAa 
( 8 1 )  F P O H T I i S H O F P P M H Q P L L P E  
301 aACCCTAcaaccacTaATTTCAAacAaaAacTCAaacaaAAAAacAAATTaaTTOAAGAA 
( 1 0 1 )  D P T A A D F K Q B I i R R K S K L V E E  
361 CCAATTaACATaaATTCTCCTaAAATCAaAaAACTTaAAAAOTTTGCCAaTaAATTTAAA 
( 1 2 1 )  P I D M O S P B I R B X i E K F A S E F K  
I IV 
421 aTaAaAAGAATTAAaCTAaaATACACCCAAACAAATaTTaaaaAAGCCCTGaCAaCTGTO 
( 1 4 1 )  V R R I K L a Y T Q T I T V a S A I . A A V  
481 CACaGCTCTaAATTCAaTCAAACaACTATTTGCCaATTTGAAAACCTACAaCTCAaCTTC 
( 1 6 1 )  H a S B F S Q T T I C R F E N L Q I i S F  
541 AAAAATaCATaCAAAerAAAAQCAATATTATCCAAATaaCTOaAaaAAaCTOAGCAAaTA 
( 1 8 1 )  K N A C R L R A I L S K W L B B A E Q V  
I V 
601 GaAOCTTTATACAATaAaAAAaTaaaAaCAAATaAAAaAAAAAaAAAACaaAaAACAACA 
( 2 0 1 )  a A Z f Y N E K V G A N E R K R K R R T T  
I VI 
661 ATCAOTATTaCT<3CAAAaaATaCCCTaaAaAaACACTTTaaAaAACA<3AATAAACCTTCC 
( 2 2 1 )  I S I A A K D A I i E R H F O E Q H K P S  
721 TCTCAAGAaATCTTOAaaATGaCTOAAaAACTaAACCTaaAaAAASAAaTAaTaAaCQTC 
( 2 4 1 )  S Q E  I L R M A B B Z < M L E K B V V S V  
781 TGOTTCTOCAACCACAaCCAaAaAaAAAAACaGaTaAAAACaAaTCTaAATCAaAaTTTA 
( 2 6 1 )  W F C N H S Q R B R R V R T S I . N Q S Z .  
841 TTTACTATTTerAAGOAGCATCTTGAATaCACSATAA 876 
(281) FTISREaZ.BCR* 292 
Figure 2. The full length pig PITl cDNA (upper, unit in base pairs) and its deduced amino 
acid (bottom, unit in amino acid) sequence (Genbank accession number AFO16251). The 
exons are marked. 
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Figure 3. PCR amplification of the 5' region of pig PITl mRNA. (A) PCR products amplified 
using Pm specific primers and pituitary cDNA; primer 1 (-100) and primer 3 (in exon 4) 
were used in lane 1; primer 2 (-50) and primer 3 were used in lane 2 (primer information see 
Figure 1). (B) PCR products were hybridized to the bovine 5' PITl cDNA. Four bands of the 
indicated sizes are four different PITl transcripts. The first, second and fourth bands have 
been cloned and sequenced. 
Figure 4. Functional difference between PITl and ASPITl. (A) Total E. coli -derived 
recombinant (re) protein of PITl and A3 PITl. The full length cDNA of PITl and A3Pm 
were cloned into the pET-17b expression vector. The expression vectors were then 
transformed into E. coli strain BL21(DE3)pLysS cells. Expression of re-protein was induced 
by the addition of IPTG (0.4 mM). Cells were harvested three hours after induction. Total 
cell protein was isolated from the induced cells by incubating the cells on ice for five min and 
centrifliging for five min with 5000 xg at 4°C. Cells were then resuspended in 0.25 volume of 
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH8 and 2 mM EDTA. The protease inhibitors including 5ug/nil of 
pepstatin, leupeptin and aprotinin and 0.5 mM of PMSF and DTT, respectively, were added 
to the total protein. The total protein was electrophoresed on 12% acrylamide gel (acryl/bis: 
33.5/0.3) at 15 mA overnight. MWM: molecular weight marker. Lanes 1 and 3 are extract 
isolated from cells with empty vector (negative controls). Lane 2 and 4 are extract isolated 
from cells with the re-pig PITl and re-pig A3PIT1 cDNA inserting into the expression 
vector, respectively. Total cell protein were separated into soluble and insoluble fraction by 
the following procedure: add lysozyme to a concentration of lOOug/ml and 1/10 volume of 
1% Triton X-100 and incubate at 30°C for 15 min, sonicate on ice for 10-15 sec pulse using 
Branson model at a high output setting, and centrifuged at 12,000 xg for 15 min at 4°C. The 
supernatant (soluble proteins) was used in DNA mobility shift assays. (B) E. co/i-expressed 
PITl protein binding to rG//regiilatory elements is specific. The soluble fraction of PITl, 
A3 PITl and the vector only re-proteins were incubated individually with ^^P-Iabeled rGH 
promoter DNA, DNA binding buffer (Voss et al., 1991) and 0.04 A260 unit of poly d(I/C) at 
room temperature for 15 min. The DNA-protein reactions were then electrophoresed on 6% 
acrylamide gels (acryl/bis:49/l) at 145V for three hours, free ^^P-labeled rGH promoter DNA 
was used as negative control. The gels were dried and autoradiography was performed. Excess 
nonradioactive rG/f promoter and pig PITl POU domain cDNA were used as specific 
competitor and nonspecific competitor, respectively. (C) A3PIT1 does not bind to the rGH 
promoter, and does not affect the DNA binding ability of PITl. The left six lanes show that 
the PITl binds the rG//promoter DNA, but that A3PIT1 and the negative control (protein 
extract with empty vector), do not, even with 16X more amount than PITl were added. 
Because PITl binds DNA as a dimer, then a dimer formed by A3PIT1 and PITl could affect 
the DNA binding ability of PITl. Therefore, re-protein of A3PIT1 and PITl were incubated 
together with the ^^P-labeled rG/f promoter at room temperature before electrophoresis. The 
protein extract with empty vector was done the same way as the A3PIT1 as negative control 
(lane 7 to right end). 
MWM 
(KD) 
B. PIT-1/total protein 
2.8 ng( lx)/0.4 ug( Ix) + + + + 
32P-rC}H(0.5ng) + + + + 
cold rGH(5ng) - Ix I Ox -
cold PIT-1 POU cDNA(5ng) - - - Ix 1 
C. 
PIT-l/total protein 
2.8 ng( 1 x)/0.4 ug( 1 x) + 
delta 3 PIT-l/total protein 
control/vector only 
^^P-i<jH(0.5ng) + 
- 8x - - + + + + 
2x/l* - - I6x/8x - 2xJ\x 4x/2* 8x/4x I6xy8> 
Ix - . 8x - -
+ + + + + + + + + 
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Table 1. The percentage of sequence identity between swine PITl and bovine, human zind rat 
pm, respectively. 
aa identity of three domains of PITl between swine and following species (%) 
Transactivation domain POU-SP' domain POU-H' domain 
bovine 96 99 95 
human 94 99 95 
rat 90 97 90 
aa identity of each exon of PITl between swine and following species (%) 
exon 1 exon 2 exon 3 exon 4 exon 5 exon 6 
bovine 94 96 97 100 100 97 
human 92 96 96 100 100 93 
rat 90 96 91 100 100 90 
nt identity of exon of Pm between swine and following snecies (%^ 
exon 1 exon 2 exon 3 exon 4 exon 5 exon 6 
bovine 92 94 94 96 95 90 
human 90 94 91 94 90 91 
rat 86 92 86 8? 87 85 
'POU-SP domain: POU-specific domain, POU-H domain; POU-homeo domain. 
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CHAPTER 3. MAPPING GENES FOR FATNESS AND GROWTH ON PIG 
CHROMOSOME 13: A SEARCH IN THE REGION CLOSE TO THE PIG 
PITl GENE 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Animal Science 
T.-P. Yu, L. Wang, C. K. Tuggle and M. F. Rothschild 
ABSTRACT: Previous research has shown that PITl polymorphisms in several resource 
populations and the chromosomal region near PITl in some populations have been 
significantly associated with famess and growth QTLs on pig chromosome 13. To confirm 
these previous results and to clarify the role of the PITl gene in the putative QTL region, this 
research project was enlarged to include two microsatellite markers flanking each side of the 
Pm gene (SwrlOOS, S0068, Sw398 and Swl056). The ISU Chinese x US resource families 
were used and the traits analyzed were birth weight, 21-day weight, 42-day weight, 
longissimus muscle area, backfat thickness at several locations, meat color, marbling and 
firmness on the carcass, and growth rate for selected time periods. The total number of Fa 
pigs used ranged from 241 to 330. The data were analyzed using interval mapping for each 
breed cross separately as well as with the pooled data, and single marker least squares 
analyses for the pooled data. Significant evidence of a QTL for first rib backfat thickness was 
detected approximately 20 cM from the PITl gene by using both single marker (/• < .01) and 
interval mapping analyses in the pooled data {P < .0001) as well as in one family {P < .01). 
Evidence of a QTL for birth weight was detected at the estimated PITl position in the 
interval mapping analysis by using the pooled data {P < .014) and verified by the single 
marker analyses. These results confirmed the previous published QTL work on pig 
chromosome 13 for the birth weight QTL but suggest that other genes in the region may be 
partly responsible for the earlier results on the backfat thickness QTL. 
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Introduction 
Pm, which has been mapped to pig chromosome 13 (Archibald et al., 1995), is an 
essential transcriptional regulatory factor of growth hormone, prolactin and the thyrotropin P 
subunit (Ingraham et al., 1990 a,b; Li et al., 1990; PfafEle et al., 1992; Radovick et al., 1992 
and Steinfelder et al., 1992). Because of the biological importance of PITl, the possible 
association between this gene and several economic traits was studied in two pig resource 
families. PITl polymorphisms were significantly associated with pig birth weight and 
backfat measures in the ISU pig resource families (Yu et al., 1995). In the Edinburgh 
resource families, PITl polymorphisms were significantly associated with birth weight {P < 
.05) (Yu et al., 1996). Significant association between some carcass traits and PUl was also 
foimd in a Wild Boar x Pietrain pig resource family (G. Moser, personal communication). 
More recently, chromosome 13 quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in the region of PITl have been 
identified for 21 and 35-day weights in this Wild Boar x Pietrain population (G. Moser, 
personal conmiunication). A genome scan in the Uppsala resource population has also 
identified birth weight and early growth QTLs on pig chromosome 13 (Andersson et al., 
1994) in the region near PITL 
In cooperation with the geneticists at Uppsala, PITl was linkage mapped to the 
putative early growth and birth weight QTL interval identified in the Uppsala resource family 
by Andersson et al. (1994) (Yu et al., 1996). PITl polymorphisms were also significantly 
associated with beef carcass measurements (Tank et al., 1994) and birth weight EPD (Moody 
et al., 1996) and with milk yield, protein yield and some conformation traits in dairy cattle 
(Renaville et al., 1997). 
Although a significant association between PITl and economic traits was shown in 
ISU F2 population in original candidate gene analysis (Yu et al., 1995), this effect may be 
due either to PITl or to linked genes. The specific objective of this study was to confirm the 
birth weight, early growth and backfat QTL region on pig chromosome 13 in the ISU 
resource F2 families and to clarify the role of the PITl gene in the putative QTL region. 
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Materials and Methods 
Experimental Animals and Management 
Five three-generation reference/resonrce families (Meishian x Duroc, Meishian x 
Hampshire, Meishian x Landrace, Minzhu x Hampshire and Minzhu x Landrace) were 
established at Iowa State University (ISU) for gene mapping and QTL identification. The 
establishment and management of these F2 resource families has been described previously 
(Yu et al., 1995). However, additional animals were produced to generate a total of 330 F2 
animals for the QTL analyses in this study. 
Traits 
Sixteen traits were measured and analyzed on F2 animals. Growth traits were birth 
weight (BWT, kg), 21-day weight (WT21, kg), weaning weight or 42-day weight (WWT, 
kg), growth rates from birth to 21-day (ADGl, kg/d), from 21-day to weaning (ADG2, kg/d), 
from birth to weaning (ADG3, kg/d) and from weaning to marketing (ADG4, kg/d). Carcass 
traits (as described by Yu et al., 1995) included loin longissimus muscle area (LMA, cm^), 
backfat thickness at the first (FRIB, cm), last (LRIB, cm), lumbar (LUMBAR, cm), lO"" ribs 
(TENTH, cm), average backfat thickness (ABF, cm), meat color (C), marbling (M) and 
firmness (F) scores on the carcass. The number of F2 animals measured for each trait in each 
breed cross is listed in Table 1. 
Genotyping 
Pm genotyping included P/Ti/BamHI (Tuggle et al., 1993), P/T/ZMspI (Yu et 
al., 1993) and P/TZ/Rsal (Yu et al., 1994) polymorphisms. Because the P/Ti/Mspl 
polymorphism was the most informative PITl marker in previous study (Yu et al., 1995), 
a PCR-RFLP was developed for detecting this polymorphism (Yu et al., 1996). The upper 
primer (5'-TTCCTGACCACACCTTGAGT-3') and the lower primer (5'-
CAAATCGGCAAATAGTCGTT-3') for the PCR amplification are located in exon 3 
and exon 4, respectively, of PITl and amplify a 2.3 kb product including the polymorphic 
site in intron 3. The PCR conditions began with a 95 °C incubation for 6 minutes, 
followed by 37 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 1 minute, annealing at 58 °C for 1 
minute and extension at 72 °C for 3 minutes, and ended with extension at 72 °C for 5 
minutes. After Mspl digestion and electrophoresis, three bands were seen: 1.68kb, 
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0.85/0.83kb and 0.62kb. The 0.62kb fragment was monomorphic. The 1.68kb fragment 
(without Mspl polymorpliic site) and the 0.85/0.83kb fragments (with Mspl polymorphic 
site) are the C and D alleles, respectively (Yu et al., 1993; Yu et al., 1995). 
In addition to the PITl gene, four microsatellite markers approximately 10 cM 
evenly spaced around PITl on pig chromosome 13 (SwrlOOS, S0068. Sw398 and 
SwI056), were selected to genotype the ISU resource families. The microsatellite 
genotyping was performed using fluorescent-labeled primers (kindly provided by the US 
Pig Genome Coordination Program) and automated genotyping system (Perkin-Elmer 
Inc. CA, USA). The PGR conditions began with a 95 °G incubation for 5 minutes, 
followed by 36 cycles of denaturation at 95 °G for 30 seconds, annealing at 55 °G (S0068 
and Sw398) or 62 °G (Swl056 and SwrlOOS) for 45 seconds and extension at 72 °G for 90 
seconds, and ended with extension at 72 °G for 10 minutes. The S0068 and Sw398 
markers were multiplexed in a PGR reaction, as were the Swl056 and Swrl008 markers. 
All four markers were multiloaded, electrophoresed and analyzed with Genescan 
software (Perkin-Elmer Inc. CA, USA). The alleles of each of the microsatellite markers 
for each animal were identified using Genotyper software (Perkin-Elmer Inc. CA, USA) 
The number of alleles and genotypes for each marker are shown on Table 2. 
Genetic linkage analysis 
The three PITl polymorphisms (P/rZ/BamHI, f/T/ZMspI, and PITlfRsal) were 
combined into a haplotypes that ftanction as multiple alleles in this study. Four microsatellite 
markers and the PITl gene were linkage mapped using CRIMAP version 2.4 software (Green 
et al., 1990). The linkage information was then used in the interval mapping analyses. 
QTL analyses 
In order to get a more accurate estimation of QTL effects, F2 animals from all five 
breed-crosses of the ISU resource families were pooled to create a larger data set. The effect 
of the different breed-crosses in the pooled data was adjusted by including the breed-cross in 
the statistical models. In addition, the four breed-crosses with larger numbers were used 
individually for the separate breed-crosses analyses. In the interval mapping analyses (Haley 
et al., 1994), the grandparental line origins were grouped into Chinese and US breeds. Single 
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marker least sqiiares analyses using pooled data and regression interval mapping analyses 
(Haley et al, 1994) using pooled data and separate breed-crosses were performed. 
The models for the single marker analyses included the effects of sex, breed-cross, 
year-season and the genotype of a single marker as the fixed effects for all the traits, a 
relevant covariate for some of the traits was also included. Total number bom, total bom 
alive and number weaned were used as covariates for BWT, WT21 and WWT, respectively. 
For backfat and LMA, carcass weight was used as a covariate. 
The interval mapping method (Haley et al., 1994) used in this study is suitable for 
crosses between breeds with different selection histories, e.g., the crosses between Chinese 
breeds and US breeds. Genetic linkage information for all typed markers was used 
simultaneously to calculate the probability of each F2 animal inheriting none, one or two 
alleles for a putative QTL at a given position in the genome from a particular grandparental 
line origin. The additive and dominance coefficients of a QTL were calculated from the 
genotypic probabilities under the assimiption that the two breeds were fixed for the 
alternative alleles at major QTLs. The additive and dominance effects of a QTL at a given 
position were defined as deviations of traits value for animals homozygous for the Chinese 
breed alleles or heterozygous, respectively, from the mean of the two homozygotes for that 
QTL. The trait value was regressed onto the calculated additive and dominance coefficients 
for each animal for each putative QTL position using least squares. This procedure was 
repeated at 1-cM intervals through the linkage group and the F ratio values along the 
chromosome were plotted as a curve. The highest point of the curve at which the error sum of 
squares is minimized represents the most probable position of a putative QTL. 
The models for interval mapping analyses included sex, crossbred family and year-
season as fixed effects for all the traits for pooled data. Because sex is confounded with year-
season in some separate-breed families, only sex was included as a fixed effect for separate 
breeds data. A relevant covariate was also included in the models for some of the traits as 
described in single marker analyses. Models were fitted for either one or two QTLs. Because 
this is a confirmation study on pig chromosome 13, the nominal P value < .01 was used to 
declare the confirmed linkage-significance and P value < .05 was used to define the 
suggestive linkage (Lander and Kruglyak, 1995). 
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Results 
Linkage maps 
The length of the linkage map of chromosome 13 using the PITl gene and four 
microsatellite markers was approximately 49 cM. This compares to 42 cM from a previous 
map (Rohrer et al., 1996). The linkage map with cM distances in parentheses was SwrlOOS-
(9.5)S0068-i 11.9)-Pm-{ 10.9)Sw398-{ 16.Z)SW1056. 
Single marker analyses 
The F ratios for each marker in the analyses of the pooled data are svmimarized in 
Table 3. In the early growth stages, weight measurements and growth rate were significantly 
associated with most of the markers in the search region. Significant differences (P < .0003) 
in BWT were associated with the S0068, PITl, Sw398 and Swl056 genotypes. Similar 
associations with WWT were detected by the same markers {P < .0002 for S0068, P < .0007 
for Pm, P < .05 for Sw398 and SwJ056). The marker Swrl008 (P < .011) and PUl gene {P 
< .05) were associated with ADGl. Significant associations between ADG2 and the marker 
SwrlOOS (P < .003), S0068 (P < .0001), Sw398 {P < .0005) and the PITl gene {P < .0006) 
were found. Differences in ADG3 were detected by the same three markers {P < .03 for 
Swrl008 and Swl056, P < .0016 for S0068) and the PITl gene (P < .0007). Swl056 was the 
only marker in the search region of chromosome 13 associated with the ADG4 {P < .004). In 
terms of backfat thickness measurements, SwrI008 and PITl genotypes detected significant 
differences in ABF (P < .04) and FRIB (P < .003). The marker S0068 was associated with 
LRIB (P < .03). In addition, Swrl008 was associated with meat firmness (P < .05). 
Interval mapping analyses 
Pooled data sets. The maximum F ratios and their map positions for QTLs on 
chromosome 13 are presented in Table 4. There was evidence of a QTL for BWT at the 
estimated map position of PITl with an F ratio of 4.35 (P < .014). Also, at the map position 
of Swrl008, there was significant or suggestive evidence of QTL for FRIB (F = 9.17, P < 
.0001), TENTH (F = 3.57, P < .03) and ABF (F = 4.57, P < .011). The F ratio curves were 
plotted for early weight, growth rate at different stages and for backfat measurements 
(Figures 1,2 and 3). 
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Separate data sets for each breed cross. A summary of the maximum F ratios and 
map positions for QTLs on chromosome 13 for the individual breed-crosses is presented in 
Table 4. Suggestive evidence of a QTL at the map position of SwrlOOS for meat color (F = 
3.49, P < .04) was observed in the Meishan x Duroc family. In the Meishan x Hampshire 
family, there was suggestive evidence of QTLs for ADG4 (F = 4.05, P < .02) near PUl and 
FRIB (F = 4.22, P < .02) at the SwrlOOS map position and significant evidence of a QTL for 
meat marbling (F = 5.70, P < .005) in the region near PITl. There was suggestive evidence 
for QTLs in the region between SwrlOOS and S0068 for BWT (F = 3.27, P < .05) and at the 
map position of Swl056 for LMA (F = 3.52, P < .04) in the Meishian x Landrace family. 
There was significant or suggestive evidence of QTLs for several backfat measurements in 
the Minzhu x Hampshire family: ABF (F = 4.92, P < .012), LRIB (F = 4.31, Z' < .02) and 
TENTH (F = 4.87, P < .012) at the Swl056 map position, FRIB (F = 5.07, P < .01) at the 
region between Sw398 and Swl056, and LUMBAR (F = 3.92, P < .03) at the region near 
S0068. 
The results of fitting two QTLs were not as significant as those firom fitting one QTL 
in the models. 
Summary of the most significant linkage results in interval mapping analyses. 
Significant or nearly significant linkage results in the interval mapping analyses are 
summarized in Table 5. The genetic effects of these QTLs seemed to be mainly dominant. 
Results from pooled data indicated the animals hetero2:ygous for the BWT and backfat QTLs 
were significantly smaller and leaner than the mean of the homozygous animals. Similar 
results for backfat were found in the Minzhu x Hampshire family. In Meishan x Hampshire 
family, heterozygous animals for the meat marbling QTL had a significantly greater score for 
marbling than the mean of the homozygous animals. The QTLs that were identified by the 
pooled data had estimated genetic effects (mainly dominant) expressing approximately 2.5% 
of the residual variance in the Fa population for BWT and about 4 to 7.5% for backfat. The 
percent of Fj residual variance of the QTL for meat marbling in the Meishan x Hampshire 
family was approximately 14% and was approximately 18% for backfat thickness in the 
Minzhu x Hampshire families. 
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Discussion 
A candidate gene approach was previously used in QTL analyses by choosing the 
pm gene. Significant associations between PITl and BWT and backfat thickness traits were 
observed (Yu et al., 1995). Subsequent studies of PITl in additional populations (Edinburgh 
and Uppsala resource families) supported earlier results (Yu et al., 1996). In addition, QTLs 
were found on chromosome 13 for BWT and early growth by other research groups 
(Andersson et al., 1994; G. Moser, personal communication). In this study, chromosome 13 
in the region near PITl was focused on to confirm the earlier findings by including additional 
markers and both single marker analyses and the interval mapping method. 
Single marker analyses with PITl confirmed and expanded previous results (Yu et al., 
1995). For BWT, the haplotype approach combining the three PITl polymorphisms was 
more informative in the association analyses (Table 3) than was each individual PITl 
polymorphism (Yu et al., 1995). In addition to BWT and backfat, which were associated 
with pm genotypes (Yu et ad., 1995), PITl haplotypes were significantly associated with 
WWT and early growth rate (Table 3). For early weights and growth rate, similar 
associations with the markers around PITl (10-20 cM apart) were seen (Table 3). However, 
pm seems to have the most significant association with these traits and is located in the 
center of the region studied. SwrlOOS and PITl were the only two loci shown to be 
associated with backfat measurements (FRIB and ABF) (Table 3). Because S0068, located 
between these markers, was not significantly associated with backfat thickness, linkage 
disequilibrium between SwrlOOS and PITl is indicated. 
There is debate among researchers as to how to set the significance level for the 
interval mapping analyses. Lander and Kruglyak (1995) suggested for confirmation linkage a 
nominal P value of .01 should be required to declare confirmation at the 5% level in interval 
mapping analyses and that researchers report results when the nominal P value of .05 is seen. 
Southey and Femando (1998) present evidence that the genome-wide proportion of false 
positives among significant results does not depend on the number of interval tests in QTL 
searching. They suggested, that with a large number of progeny, many assumptions required 
for interval mapping analysis were not important including the number of QTLs and the 
magnitude of individual QTL effects. R. Femando (personal communication) also suggested 
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that researchers report results when the nominal P value of .05 is observed. This study is a 
confirmation study to verify the previous findings of two groups (Andersson et al., 1994; G. 
Moser, personal communication), the nominal P value of .05 as suggestive and the nominal P 
value of .01 as significant were used in the interval mapping analyses. 
The interval mapping analyses (Table 4 and Table 5) partially confirm previously 
published results (Andersson et al., 1994). In the pooled data, the BWT QTL at the estimate 
of the PITl position nearly reached the significance level (Figure 1). Significant association 
between early growth traits and PITl were not observe in this analysis (Figure 2). Andersson 
et al., (1994) defined from birth to 30 kilograms as early growth which is beyond the stage of 
early growth traits (from birth to weaning) in our investigation; the mean of WWT in our 
population is 10.3 kilograms. Backfat QTLs, especially the first rib backfat, close to the 
proximal end of searching region were highly significant (Figure 3). Further study by 
selecting more markers toward the proximal end of this region to confirm the backfat QTLs 
and their location might be required. By analyzing the breed crosses separately (Table 5), a 
backfat QTL was also found in the Minzhu x Hampshire family close to the distal end of the 
studied region and further study will also be important for confirmation. A meat marbling 
QTL close to the PITl map position was found in Meishian x Hampshire family. 
To compare single marker analyses and interval mapping analyses in this study, the 
alleles that were identified by microsatellite markers and the PITl gene were grouped into 
Chinese specific alleles, US specific alleles and 'common' alleles shared by Chinese and US 
breeds in single marker analyses. The markers as well as the PTTl gene were foimd to 
segregate with breeds for backfat thickness. However, the Chinese and US alleles were 
evenly distributed in the genotypes associated with high or low BWT and early growth rate. 
This means that the alternative alleles of QTLs for those traits were not fixed in the breeds in 
ISU resource families, or that the frequencies of the alternative alleles are very similar. These 
are the possible explanations why the highly significant difference among genotypes was 
detected by single marker analyses for early weight and growth rate at different stages (Table 
3) but similar association with QTLs for these traits in interval mapping analyses (Table 4, 
Figure 2) was not observed. 
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The results for birth weight and early growth in this study are consistent with the 
expectations based on expression studies of PITl. PITl mRNA expression begins in the 
developing pituitary at embryonic day 16 (el6) in the rat and el3.5 in the mouse (Dolle et al., 
1990; Simmons et al., 1990). The PITl protein was detected at el6-17 in rat and el5.5 in 
mouse somatotrophs preceding GH gene expression and lactotrophs preceding PRL gene 
expression (Dolle et al., 1990; Simmons et al., 1990). A study of the ontogeny of PITl 
expression in the human fetal pituitary gland detected PFTI mRNA with moderate intensity 
at six and seven weeks of gestation. The abundance of PITl expression increased rapidly and 
at 17-19 weeks and at term, the expression level exceeded that seen in the normal adult 
adenohypophysis (Puy and Asa, 1996). PITl and one of its alternative transcripts PITl^ 
(which is a positive regulatory factor for GH) were also detected in human and monkey 
placenta (Schanke et al., 1997). Recently, a study evaluated developmental changes in 
somatotroph fimction and related gene expression of the GHRH receptor, GH and PITl in 
neonatal pigs (Matteri and Carroll, 1997). The results showed that PFTI mRNA level 
increased from day 1 to days 7 and 14, followed by a rapid decline to basal levels by day 21. 
A significant increase in PFFl transcript levels was seen from day 21 to day 42 {P < .05). In 
single marker analyses, associations of several early weight and growth traits with the PFTI 
genotypes parallel the ontogeny of PFTI expression in early growth stage pigs. PITl had a 
highly significant association with BWT, WWT, ADG2 (from 21-days to weaning) and 
ADG3 (from birth to weaning) but a similar association was not seen with WT21 and ADGl 
(from birth to 21- days) (Table 3). Based on the biological importance of PFTI, the 
observation in this studies and especially the PFTI linkage mapping results in the Uppsala 
resource family (Yu et al., 1996), the early growth QTL effect published by Andersson et al. 
(1994) is suspected also due to the PFFl gene. However, interval mapping using PFFl in the 
Uppsala population will be needed for fiirther confirmation. 
Combined results of single marker and interval mapping analyses, support that the 
PFFl gene might be one of the QTLs for birth weight and growth after 21-day in pigs. While 
both single marker and interval mapping analyses detected a backfat thickness QTL in the 
region around PFFl, the interval mapping analyses indicated strongly that backfat QTLs are 
at least 20 cM from PFFl. The published association between PFFl and backfat traits (Yu et 
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al., 1995) likely indicates linkage disequilibrium between PFTl and backfat QTLs on pig 
chromosome 13 in the ISU resource families. The results of interval mapping and single 
marker analyses presented different information in terms of QTLs detection. Using flanking 
marker information with 20 or 50 cM intervals, the maximum likelihood interval mapping 
method was more accurate than single marker analyses in ftiU-sib families (Knott and Haley, 
1992). For QTL detection, Rebai et al. (1995) compared power of interval mapping, using the 
likelihood ratio test in many positions within an interval, and the analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) test, only on the positions of the two markers (Rebai et al., 1995). The results 
showed that the interval mapping test is only 5% more powerful than ANOVA for intervals 
less than 20 cM, but the power of interval mapping increases with larger intervals (about 
30% more powerful than ANOVA for 70 cM interval). 
The regression interval mapping method (Haley et al., 1994) used in this study is 
powerful and relatively simple for outbred populations. This method uses multiple marker 
information simultaneously and allows the researcher to easily fit relevant fixed effects and 
covariates in the statistical model. However, in an outbred livestock population, it is difficult 
to assume that any particular allele at a marker locus and a trait gene will have a consistent 
association across the whole population (Soller, 1990; Haley, 1995). The interval mapping 
method (Haley et al., 1994) attempts to detect alleles associated with phenotypic differences 
between line origins under the assumption that the grandparental line origins were fixed for 
alternative alleles at major QTLs. This method therefore might lack the power to detect 
differences within line origins. Single marker analyses provide some additional power to 
detect the differences within line origins, especially when the tested marker intervals are less 
than 20 cM. The use of both of these methods in this study provides a more accurate 
estimate of the location of QTLs in this region. 
Implications 
Using both single marker and interval mapping analyses, quantitative trait loci for 
early weight, growth rate and several carcass traits were found on chromosome 13, in part 
confirming previous results. The results in this study indicate a putative role for PITl as the 
birth weight and early growth quantitative trait loci on pig chromosome 13. PFTl is also 
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shown likely to have linkage disequilibrium with the backfat quantitative trait loci on pig 
chromosome 13. More work including fine mapping the region near PUl and in vivo studies 
will need to be conducted to more clearly understand the flmction of PITl on pig birth weight 
and early growth. Additional markers extending the searching region in this study will 
provide further information on the backfat quantitative trait loci on pig chromosome 13. 
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Table I. Numbers of animals in the analysis for each trait and breed-cross families. 
Trait' MED^ MEH MEL MZH Overall 
BWT 99 111 46 69 330 
WT21 98 111 46 69 329 
WWT 98 111 46 69 329 
ADGl-3 98 111 46 69 329 
ADG4 83 100 34 61 283 
Carcass 77 77 32 51 241 
'BWT: Birth weight (kg), WT21: 21-day weight (kg), WWT: Weaning weight (42 day 
weight) (kg). ADGl-3 (kg/d) are growth rates in different stages including: ADGl: from 
birth to 21-day, ADG2: from 21 day to weaning, ADG3: from birth to weaning, ADG4: 
growth rate from weaning to slaughter. Carcass: carcass traits for each breedcross and overall 
datasets all had the same observation numbers including: C: Meat color (score 1-5), M: Meat 
marbling (score 1-5), F: Meat firmness (score 1-5), FRIB: First rib back fat thickness (cm), 
LRIB: Last rib back fat thickness (cm), LUMBAR: Lumbar rib fat thickness (cm), TENTH: 
lO"* rib fat thickness (cm), ABF: Average back fat thickness (cm) and LMA: longissimus 
muscle area (cm^). 
^MED: Meishan x Duroc. MEH: Meishan x Hampshire. MEL: Meishan x Landrace. 
MZH: Minzhu x Hampshire. 
^Overall: Minzhu x Landrace animals were included (four observations for carcass traits 
and five for the others). 
Table 2. The number of alleles and genotypes of PITI and microsatellite markers in ISU 
resource families. 
Markers or pene alleles size ranee eenotvpes 
SwrlOOS 11 205-257 25 
S0068 11 211-259 26 
Swr398 7 167-192 20 
Swl056 7 147-179 18 
Pm haplotvpe' 4 10 
'Three PITI polymorphisms (P/T/ZBamHI, P/T/ZMspI and P/Ty/Rsal) were combined 
into a larger number of haplotypes that function as multiple alleles. 
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Table 3. Summary of F ratios for each marker of single marker analyses on chromosome 13 
Trait' SwrlOOS (0)^ S0068 (10) Pm (21) Sw398 (32) Swl056 (49) 
BWT 0.75 2.61***^ 3.62*** 2.72*** 2.88*** 
WT21 1.19 0.91 1.77 1.21 1.49 
WWT 1.43 2.45*** 3.34*** 1.69*' 1.67* 
ADGl 1.84* 0.85 1.92* 1.18 1.17 
ADG2 2.07**^ 3.32*** 3.37*** 2.55*** 1.26 
ADG3 1.76* 2.15** 3.32*** 1.80* 0.98 
ADG4 1.29 0.64 1.15 0.92 2.26** 
ABF 1.67* 1.36 2.17* 1.09 0.52 
FRIB 2.25** 1.57 2.96** 0.96 0.63 
LRIB 1.25 1.74* 1.72 0.92 0.60 
LUMBAR 1.37 0.83 0.96 1.07 0.73 
TENTH 1.37 0.97 1.27 1.09 0.68 
LMA 1.53 1.00 1.37 1.31 1.58 
C 1.14 0.73 0.55 0.92 0.91 
M 0.85 1.13 1.12 0.93 0.82 
F 1.63* 0.50 0.44 0.51 1.09 
'BWT: Birth weight (kg), WT21: 21 day weight (kg), WWT: 42 day weight (weaning 
weight) (kg), ADGl: growth rate from birth to 21-days (kg/d), ADG2: growth rate from 21-
days to weaning (kg/d), ADG3: growth rate from birth to weaning (kg/d), ADG4: growth 
rate from weaning to slaughter (kg/d), ABF: Average back fat thickness (cm), FRIB: First 
rib back fat thickness (cm), LRIB: Last rib back fat thickness (cm), LUMBAR: Lumbar rib 
fat thickness (cm), TENTH: Tenth rib fat thickness (cm), LMA: longissimus muscle area 
(cm^), C: Meat color (score, 1-5), M: Meat marbling (score, 1-5) and F: Meat firmness 
(score, 1-5). 
^The map position is estimated in cM from the proximal end marker (Swrl008) to the 
investigated region. 
^*P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001. 
Table 4. Summary of maximum F ratios and their map positions (cM) for QTLs from interval mapping on chromosome 13 
Trait' MEDVCM)' MED^F) MEHVcM) MEHrFl MEL^fcM) MELfFl MZH^rcMl MZHfFl OvcrallfcM) OvcralUF) 
BWT 49 2.03 22 1.70 4 3.27*^ 49 0.59 21 4.35* 
WT2! 49 0.77 49 2.62 40 0.99 22 2,08 10 0.82 
WWT 21 0.47 49 2.35 21 0.93 9 1.07 9 1.01 
ADGl 22 0.98 49 2.25 22 2.04 21 1.45 22 0.70 
ADG2 14 0.49 19 1.19 32 0.43 9 1.65 49 1.61 
ADG3 21 0.37 49 1.81 21 1.17 9 1.20 49 1.56 
ADG4 49 2.66 19 4.05* 0 0.33 49 0.41 21 2.49 
ABF 0 1.90 0 2.61 46 2.74 49 4.92* 0 4.57* 
FRIB 0 2.62 0 4.22» 45 2.46 42 5.07** 0 9.17*** 
LRIB 49 1.83 0 1.99 43 1.77 49 4.31* 0 2.71 
LUMBAR 0 1.80 0 1.79 49 2.54 7 3.92* 10 1.48 
TENTH 0 2.82 0 0.68 49 1.92 49 4.87* 0 3.57* 
LMA 3 2.73 33 1.17 49 3.52* 23 0.65 47 2.30 
C 0 3.49* 33 1.34 49 2.33 30 1.71 0 1.98 
M 9 0.92 23 5.70»* 0 1.36 33 0.45 26 2.49 
F 28 0.94 38 1.90 0 2.81 37 2.96 0 0.79 
'BWT: Birth weight (kg), WT21; 21 day weight (kg), WWT: 42 day weight (weaning weight) (kg), ADGl: growth rate from 
birth to 21-days (kg/d), ADG2: growth rate from 21-days to weaning (kg/d), ADG3: growth rate from birth to weaning (kg/d), 
ADG4: growth rate from weaning to slaughter (kg/d), ABF: Average back fat thickness (cm), FRIB: First rib back fat thickness 
(cm), LRIB: Last rib back fat thickness (cm), LUMBAR: Lumbar rib fat thickness (cm), TENTH: lO"* rib fat thickness (cm), 
LMA: longissimus muscle area (cm^), C: Meat color (score, 1-5), M: Meat marbling (score, 1-5) and F: Meat finnness (score, 1-5). 
^MED: Meishan x Duroc. MEH: Meishan x Hampshire. MEL: Meishan x Landrace. MZH: Minzhu x Hampshire. 
^The map position is the one giving the highest F ratio on chromosome 13 estimated in cM from the proximal end marker 
(SwrlOOS) on the investigated region. 
''*P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.0001. 
Table 5. Summary of the most significant QTL effects for weight and carcass traits in our analyses. 
Data' Trait^ F ratio^ dfl,df2 Map Add. Effect^ Dom. Effect^ P value Percent of F2 
set Position'' residual variance^ 
Overall 
BWT 4.35 2,318 21 0.02 ±0.021 -0.08 ±0.031 0.014 2.5 
ABF 4.57 2, 229 0 -0.04 ± 0.064 -0.27 ±0.091 0.0 n 3.9 
FRIB 9.17 2. 229 0 -0.06 ± 0.070 -0.42 ± 0.099 0.0001 lA 
MEH 
M 5.70 2. 73 23 -0.02 ± 0.076 0.37 ±0.116 0.005 13.5 
MZH 
ABF 4.97 2,46 49 -0.22 ± 0.222 -1.34 ±0.432 0.012 17.5 
FRIB 5.07 2,46 42 -0.37 ± 0.240 -1.27 ±0.412 0.010 18.0 
TENTH 4.87 2.46 49 -0.35 ± 0.267 -1.56±0.519 0.012 17.6 
'The data were used in interval mapping analyses. Overall analyses included the Fz animals of Meishan x Duroc, Meishan x 
Hampshire, Meishan x Landrace, Minzhu x Hampshire and part of Minzhu x Landrace crossbred families. MEH: Meishan x 
Hampshire. MZH: Minzhu x Hampshire. 
^BWT: Birth weight (^g), ASF: Average backfat thickness (cm), FRIB: First rib backfat thickness (cm), M: Meat marbling 
(score, 1-5), TENTH: 10 rib backfat thickness (cm). 
^The test statistics represent the highest F ratio for a given chromosome. 
'*The map position is the one giving the highest F ratio on chromosome 13 estimated in cM from the proximal end marker 
(SwrlOOS) on the investigated region. 
^The additive and dominance effects of a QTL at a given position were defmed as deviations of animals homozygous for the 
Chinese breed(s) alleles or heterozygous, respectively, from the mean of the two homozygous of the QTL. Estimates of additive 
effect and dominance effect are presented as mean ± SE, 
^The reduction in the residual variance of the F2 animals affected by inclusion of a QTL at the given position. 
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Figure 1, Interval mapping results of early wight measurements using 
pooled data. BWT: Birth weight, WT21: 21-day weight, WWT: Weaning (42-
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Figvire 2. Interval mapping results of growth rate at several different stages 
by using pooled data. ADGl: Average daily gain from birth to 21-day, ADG2: 
Average daily gain from 21-day to weaning, ADG3: Average daily gain from 
birth to weaning, ADG4: Average daily gain from weaning to slaughter. 
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Figure 3. Interval mapping results of backfat measurements using pooled 
data. FRIB: First rib backfat thickness, LRIB: Last rib backfat thickness, 
LUMBAR; Lumbar rib fat thickness, TENTH; Tenth rib backfat thickness. 
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
Summary of Results 
/. Cloning of the full length pig PITl cDNA and its alternative transcripts, and 
functional studies of their encoded proteins (Chapter 2) 
1. The full length pig PITl cDNA was cloned and sequenced. 
2. The pig PITl cDNA and its deduced anaino acid sequence is highly similar to PITl in 
cattle, humans and rodents. 
3. Several pig PITl alternative transcripts were identified: PITl P, A4Pm and A3 PITl. 
A3Piri has only been found in the pig. 
4. The DNA mobility shift assay was used to show that pig PITl protein (pPITl) can 
bind to the rGH and rPRL promoter. However pASPITl cannot bind even when the 
protein concentration was increased sixteen fold. 
5. Competition studies showed that the DNA binding results (pPITl/rGif and 
pPITl/r/*/fZ) are specific. 
6. The presence of a possible protein-protein interaction between pPITl and pASPITl 
was tested.pA3PITl did not affect pPlTl binding to target DNA. 
11. PITl association analyses in additional populations (Appendix A) 
1. pm genotypes (P/T/zMspI) were significantly associated {P < .05) with birth 
weight in the Edinburgh QTL resource families. 
2. CD animals in the Edinburgh resource family have the heaviest birth weight, while 
CC animals have the heaviest birth weight in ISU resource families (previous study). 
Difference in the results may be related to the difference in origin of the C allele. 
3. In the Uppsala resource family, PITl was linkage mapped to the previously published 
putative QTL interval for birth weight and early growth. 
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III. Mapping genes forfatness and growth on pig chromosome 13: a search in the region 
close to the pig PITl gene (Chapter 3) 
1. The linkage map with cM distance in parentheses was determined to be: 
Swrl008-i9.5)-S0068-( 11.9)-Pm-( 10.9)-Sw398-(16.S)-SW1056. 
2. Both single marker and interval mapping methods were used for QTL analyses. 
Table 1. Summary of the significant results in the single marker analyses. 
Trait' SwrlOOS (Of S0068 (10) PlTl (21) Sw398 (32) Sw1056(49) 
BWT 2.61***' 3.62*** 2.72*** 2.88*** 
WWT 2.45*** 3.34*** 1.69*^ 1.67* 
ADGl 1.84* 1.92* 
ADG2 2.07**^ 3.32*** 3.37*** 2.55*** 
ADG3 1.76* 2.15** 3.32*** 1.80* 
ADG4 2.26** 
ABF 1.67* 2.17* 
FRIB 2.25** 2.96** 
LRIB 1.74* 
F 1.63* 
'BWT: Birth weight (kg), WWT: 42 day weight (weaning weight) (kg), ADGl: 
growth rate from birth to 21-days (kg/d), ADG2: growth rate from 21-days to 
weaning (kg/d), ADG3: growth rate from birth to weaning (kg/d), ADG4: growth rate 
from weaning to slaughter (kg/d), ABF: Average back fat thickness (cm), FRIB: 
First rib back fat thicknes^(cm), LRIB: Last rib back fat thickness (cm) and F: Meat 
firmness (score, 1-5). 
^The map position is estimated in cM from the proximal end marker {SwrlOOS) to the 
investigated region. 
^*P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001. 
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Table 2. Summary of the significant results in interval mapping analyses: 
Data' 
Trait^ 
Map 
Set F ratio^ Position"^ P value 
Overall SWT 4.35 21 0.014 
ABF 4.57 0 0.011 
FRIB 9.17 0 0.0001 
MEH M 5.70 23 0.005 
MZH ABF 4.97 49 0.012 
FRIB 5.07 42 0.010 
TENTH 4.87 49 0.012 
'The data were used in interval mapp'ng analyses. Overall analyses included the F2 
animals of Meishan x Duroc, Meishan x Hampshire, Meishan x Landrace, Minzhu x 
Hampshire and part of Minzhu x Landrace crossbred families. MEH: Meishan x 
Hampshire. MZH: Minzhu x Hampshire. 
^BWT: Birth weight (kg), ABF: Average backfat thickness (cm), FRIB: First rib 
backfat thickness (cm), M: Meat marbling (score, 1-5), TENTH: lO"* rib backfat 
thickness (cm). 
^The test statistics represent the highest F ratio for a given chromosome. 
'*The map position is the one giving the highest F ratio on chromosome 13 estimated 
in cM from the proximal end marker (SwrlOOS) from the investigated region. 
3. Based on the results of single marker and interval mapping analyses, the role of PlTl 
in the putative QTL region on pig chromosome 13 has been clarified. 
4. Pm might be one of the birth weight and early growth QTLs. 
5. pm has linkage disequilibrium with the backfat QTL on pig chromosome 13. 
General Discussion 
Because of the biologically important role of PITl in human and rodents, PITl was 
considered as a good candidate gene in the swine QTL smdy of several years ago. Significant 
associations between PITl and birth weight and backfat traits in ISU resource families were 
previous found (Yu et al., 1995). Later on, PITl polymorphisms and the chromosomal region 
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near PITl have also been shown to be significantly associated with fatness and growth traits 
in other pig resource families. It will be interested to know if the backfat and birth weight 
differences among PITl genotypes were due to the effect of PITl or due to one or more 
linked genes. The main objectives of this Ph.D. dissertation were: 1) completing the full 
length pig PITl cDNA cloning for better understanding the biological function of PITl, 2) 
investigating the PITl association in additional pig populations; and 3) interval mapping the 
region near PFTl to clarify if PITl is the birth weight and backfat QTL. 
As listed in the summary of results, the three specific objectives of this study have 
been accomplished. The PFTl cDNA cloning and flmctional study confirmed that the known 
role of PFTl in rodents and humans is likely conserved in pigs. As regulation of PITl on its 
target genes has been well studied in rodents and humans, the abundant results of the PFTl 
research can provide us good information resource in the genetics and breeding study of pig 
PITl. In additional population studies, significant associations between PFTl genotypes and 
birth weight were detected in the Edinburgh family, unfortimately, the association between 
PFTl and carcass measurements were not available to test due to the unavailability of carcass 
data. The PFTl linkage result from Uppsala also indicated that PITl is likely to be the early 
growth and birth weight QTL or very closely linked to the QTL. The QTL analyses including 
two flanking markers at each side of PFTl provided us with a clearer view to trace the QTL 
effect due to PFTl or PFFl linked genes. The interval mapping method helped us to locate the 
most likely QTL position while the single marker analyses verified the results of interval 
mapping and provided some extra power in detecting the differences within breeds. 
In QTL analyses, the birth weight QTL was mapped exactly at the estimated PFFl 
locus. Fortunately, many PFFl expression studies have been done in pig and other mammals 
recently. Due to the conserved structure, expression pattern and fimction of pig PFFl with 
PFFl in other species, these quantitative results can be interpreted in the light of such 
biological studies of PFFl. Association of PITl with early weight and growth is consistent 
with studies showing PITl expression in fetal, placenta and young animals' tissues (details 
see discussion in Chapter 3). PITl is believed to be gene responsible for pig birth weight and 
early growth. Backfat thickness, which was shown to be significantly associated with PFFl 
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in previous study (Yu et al., 1995), now has been associated with loci at least 20 cM from 
pm. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
The experimental results have generally answered the main questions. However, 
more research is required to confirm these results. In terms of birth weight and early growth, 
interval mapping of PITl in the Uppsala and Edinburgh resource families can provide extra 
information to show whether the QTL for birth weight and early growth is PITl. It will be 
interesting to investigate the PITl effect for pig growth in vivo. A cooperative project in is 
underway to investigate mRNA expression of PITl and its target genes in pig pituitary, 
assayed in a pig population with segregating PITl genotjrpes. The purpose of this later 
project is to find if the expression of PITl and its target genes are associated with PFTl 
genotypes. The differential expression of the alternative transcripts of PITl in the PITl 
genotyped pigs is also being investigated in this project. Because fimctional differences of 
pm alternative transcripts were observed in other species, the alternative transcripts of pig 
pm might play an important role in pig growth. Sequencing the entire exonic region of 
pm and comparing the differences based on the PFTl genotypes is also on-going in our lab. 
In terms of further localizing the backfat thickness QTL, including more markers 
outside the present search region will be important. To improve interval mapping in ISU 
resource families, increasing the progeny nimiber within a crossbreed family will be helpful 
to map the QTL more accurately. Large numbers of progeny will increase the power of the 
statistical analyses. If a larger amount of progeny in one crossbred family can be generated, 
F2 animals from different crossbred families would not need to be combined. The interval 
mapping method, based on the assumption that the grandparental line origins were fixed for 
the alternative alleles at major QTLs, will be better used in the ISU resource family if a 
crossbreed family with a larger number of progeny is available. 
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APPENDIX A. PITl ASSOCIATION ANALYSES IN ADDITIONAL 
POPULATIONS 
In the following abstract, I developed the P/T/ZMspI PCR-RPLP and did the 
genotyping of the Edinburgh resource families. Jenny Minick assisted in part of the 
genotyping. Dr. C. Haley did the association analyses using least squares and mixed model 
methods in the Edinburgh resource families. 1 verified the results using the least squares 
method. In the Uppsala resource family. Dr. L. Marklund genotyped the animals and linkage 
mapped PITl on chromosome 13. More details regarding this abstract are attached following 
the abstract. 
PIT-1 genotypes are associated with birth weight in three unrelated 
pig resource families. 
T.-P. Yu,' *, M. F. Rothschild', C. K. Tuggle', C. Haley^, A. Archibald^, L. Marklund^ and L. 
Andersson^. 'lowa State University, Ames, USA, ^Roslin Institute, Edinburgh, Scotland; 
^Swedish University of Agricultural Science, Uppsala, Sweden. 
J. Anim. Sci. 1996. 74 (Suppl. 1): 122. 
PIT-1, which is a transcriptional regulatory factor of the growth hormone, prolactin 
and thyrotropin b subunit genes, was mapped on pig chromosome 13. We have reported that 
the pig PIT-l/MspI polymorphism is associated with pig birth weight and backfat in the ISU 
reference families (Yu et al., 1995, J. Anim. Sci. 73:1282-1288). A QTL associated with 
early growth was also found on pig chromosome 13 (Andersson et al., 1994, Science 
263:1771-1774). We are attempting to further correlate PIT-1 genotypes with the QTL for 
early growth, by analyzing additional pig populations. To genotype PIT-1 in additional 
populations efficiently, a Mspl PCR/RFLP was developed. The 5' and 3' primers were 
designed based on the pig PIT-1 DNA sequence on the end of exon 3 and the begiiming of 
exon 4, respectively. The 2.3 kb PGR amplified DNA was then digested by Mspl. The PIT-
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1 Mspl polymorphic site was found in intron 3, and a monomorphic fragment of 0.62 kb and 
two polymorphic fragments of 1.68 kb (C allele) and 0.85/0.83 kb (D allele) were observed. 
The Edinburgh QTLl reference families were PIT-1 genotyped using this Mspl PCR/RFLP. 
In total, 29 families containing 407 F2 animals were genotyped. All families were 
informative. The association between PIT-1 and growth traits was analyzed. Various fixed 
effects and covariates were fitted as appropriate and the analyses were done with both least 
squares analyses and REML with litter as a random effect. The only effect approaching 
significance in both the least squares and REML analyses is birth weight, where the PIT-1 
heterozygous genotype was associated with higher birth weight (0.1 > P >0.05). The 
Swedish European Wild boar x Large White reference families were statistically analyzed 
using an method based on least squares for the mapping of QTLs in crosses between 
divergent outbred lines (Haley et al., 1994, Genetics 136:1195-1207). These families were 
also PIT-1 genotyped and genetic linkage results showed that PIT-1 is very close to the QTL 
for early growth on pig chromosome 13. Taken together, these data indicate that PIT-1 is 
closely linked with an early growth QTL on pig chromosome 13. 
Key Words: PIT-1, pig, QTL, early growth. 
Populations 
• Two populations were analyzed; the Edinburgh QTL resource family and the Uppsala 
QTL resource family. 
• Edinburgh QTL resource family: ME x LW intercross family, 29 Fi matings producing 
407 F2 animals. 
• Uppsala QTL resource family: Wild Boar x LW intercross family, producing 200 F2 
animals. 
Genotyping 
• We developed a PCR-RFLP for detection of P/T/ZMspI polymorphisms which was the 
most informative PITl marker in our families for the association analyses. This PCR-
RFLP was used for typing Edinburgh and Uppsala QTL resource families. 
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TY22(r^ CT638 
exon3 exon4 
t 
0.62kb 0.83kb 0.85kb 
r  . . .  
Mspl polymorphic site 
Upper primer (5'-TTCCTGACCACACCTTGAGT-3') (TY220) 
Lower primer (5'-CAAATCGGCAAATAGTCGTT-3') (CT638) 
PGR conditions 
50ng genomic DNA 
lOpmoie each primers 
l.SmMMgCh 
0.2mM each dNTP 
0.05u Taq polymerase 
Taq polymerase buffer 
in 25 ul PGR. 
PGR program 
95 °C 6min 
95°C Imin 
58°C Imin 
72''C 3min 
go to step 2, 36 more times 
72 "G 5min 
4°C hold 
end 
The length of this PGR product is approximately 2.3kb. 
Analyses 
• Edinburgh QTL resource family: 
1. Traits: birth weight, teat number, growth rate from birth to weaning, from birth to start of 
test, from birth to end of test, from weaning to start of test and growth rate. 
2. Statistical methods: least squares analyses and mixed model (REML). 
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• Uppsala QTL resource family: PlTl genotypes were analyzed by genetic linkage only. 
Results and Discussion 
• Edinburgh QTL resource family: 
1. Allelic frequency of the Fo animals 
Fn^alleiic frequency 
Breed* animals C D 
ME 4 .875 .125 
LW 4 .125 .875 
*ME: Meishan, LW: Large White. 
2. Association analyses: the only effect reaching a significant level was birth 
weight (BWT, P < .05) in both the least squares and mixed model analyses. 
Pm/Mspl genotypes 
CC CD DD 
BWT 1.15 ±.033 1.21 ±.025 1.13 ±.033 
3. The CD animals in the Edinburgh resource family haye the heaviest birth 
weight, while the CC animals have the heaviest birth weight in the ISU 
resource families (Yu et al., 1995, J. Anim. Sci. 73:1282-1288). Differences 
in the results may due to the C allele origin difference. 
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• Uppsala resource family: 
1. Allelic frequency of the Fo animals 
Fj^allelic frequency 
Breed animals C D 
Wild Boar 2 0 1 
LW 8 .5 .5 
2. The genetic linkage results showed that PITl was in the putative QTL interval 
(between S0084 and Sw398) for early growth and birth weight on pig 
chromosome 13. 
-//-TF-{l.5*)-CP-(4.0)-S0084-(S.O)-Pm-(7.0)-Sw398-(25.3)-S0287-ll-
*The distance unit is in centimorgans. 
3. The QTL with positive effect on birth weight comes from the LW breed in the 
crosses. Both C and D alleles segregated only in LW animals. 
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APPENDIX B. STUDY OF THE VCAMl GENE 
A rapid communication is attached in this appendix. In this rapid communication, I 
helped to do most of the lab work, including the identification of the polymorphisms and 
genotyping the unrelated animals for analyzing the allele frequency and the PiGMaP gene 
mapping families for linkage mapping of this gene. Additional work regarding this 
polymorphism identification and other related work that I have done but was not published in 
this short communication is described in the following text. 
The study of the VCAMl gene is another candidate gene study for which I was 
involved. I leamed some new techniques in this study. This gene is still under investigation 
by the commercial company; it might provide a useful tool on detecting the association of the 
pig early growth. 
Additional work 
The following diagram is the pattern of different VCAMl genotypes that were shown 
in Figure 1 in the rapid communication. 
Diagram of fragments: 
AA BB CC AB AC BC 
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Identification of BB and CC genotype 
1. BB and CC genotypes are not able to be distinguished on an acrylamide gel. There are 
two ways to identify the BB and CC genotypes. The first one, a mixing experiment, was 
published. First, mix the unknown BB/CC DNA with AA or known BB or CC DNA. 
Then run the last cycle (90°C I min, 48°C 1 min, 72°C 6 min, 4°C hold) of the VCAMl 
PCR to get the DNA denatured and renatured to form heteroduplexes AB, AC or BC. 
Then the unknown BB/CC can be identified. 
2. A second way to determine BB or CC genotypes was discovered after sequencing the 
homologous AA, BB and CC genotypes. Three different restriction enzyme maps were 
obtained, which were caused by differences in several base pairs among these three 
genotypes (see attached sequence comparison). The second way to identify BB/CC is 
using a PCR-RFLP using TaqI digestion. 
3. The TaqI RFLP generates a 82 bp and a 114 bp fragments in C allele PCR products but 
does not cut the 193 bp PCR product from the B allele (C allele has three additional base 
pairs). 
Diagram of TaqI digested BB and CC filaments: 
DNA Sequence 
1. Two primers flanking the 193-bp VCAMl PCR fragment were designed. The primers' 
sequences are: 
forward primer: 5' -TTGAATGCAGTGAACTCTTG 3' 
reverse primer: 5' -AGTCAACCCAGTTCTTTCTT 3' 
2. The genomic DNA of known AA, BB and CC animals were PCR amplified and 
sequenced (Figure 1) using the above two primers. 
BB CC 
The 82 bp and 114 bp fragments won't 
be able to be seen separated under the gel 
conditions we used. 
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3. The reagent mix of the PCR reaction and the PGR program are similar to the previously 
described program. The two new primers were used and the annealing temperature was 
changed in the PCR program to 50 °C. 
Statistical analyses 
1 genotyped a commercial pig population using the VCAMl double-stranded 
conformation polymorphism. The means and standard errors of each trait for each VCAMl 
genotype are shown in Tablel. The means and standard errors of each trait by an allele 
comparison are shown in table2. 
Table 1. The means and standard errors of each traits for each VCAMl genotype. 
TRAIT 
BVTNB' BVLWT AVNB AVNW AVWW WW/PIG 
CC(6^) -0.08±0.18^ 2.61±1.73 9.92±0.86 7.67±0.60 98.33±12.37 12.15±1.47 
BC(57) 0.08±0.07 1.65±0.52 10.02±0.30 7.89±0.23 101.02+3.17 12.94±0.29 
BB(115) 0.05±0.05 0.78±0.35 9.47±0.24 7.68±0.13 94.66±2.26 12.37±0.22 
AC (4) 0.32±0.13 0.59±1.95 11.5012.1 8.83±0.80 93.58±16.60 10.79±1.78 
ABn3'> 0.45+0.18 0.90+0.72 10.53±Q.5Q 7.80±0.47 87.17±9.82 11.19±0.98 
'BVTNB: Estimated breeding value for total number of bom, BVLWT: Estimated breeding 
value for little weight, AVNB: Average number at bom, AVNW: Average number at wean, 
AVWW: Average weaning weight (per litter), WW/PIG: Weaning weight per pig. 
^The numbers of genotype 
^The standard error 
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Table 2. The means and standard errors of each traits by an allele comparison. 
TRAIT 
BVTNB' BVLWT AVNB AVNW AVWW WW/PIG 
A- (17') 0.42±0.15^ 0.83±0.68 10.75±0.60 8.0410.41 88.6818.24 11.1010.83 
- (178) 0.06±0.04^" 1.12±0.28 9.66±0.18^ 7.7410.11 96.8211.83 12.5010.18^ 
BB(115) 0.05±0.05 0.78±0.35 9.47±0.24 7.6810.13 94.6612.26 12.3710.22 
B- (70) 0.15±0.07 l.51±0.44 10.11 ±0.26 7.8710.21 98.4513.18 12.6110.30 
- (10) 0.08±0.17 1.80±1.27 10.55±0.95 8.1310.49 96.4319.40 11.6111.09 
CC(6) -0.08±0.18 2.61±1.73 9.92±0.86 7.6710.60 98.33112.37 12.1511.47 
C- (61) 0.09±0.07 1.58±0.50 10.12±0.31 7.9510.26 100.5313.13 12.8010.42 
- (128) 0.09±0.05 0.79±0.32 9.5810.22 7.6910.12 93.9012.25 12.2510.22 
C-(67) 0.08±0.07 1.67±0.45 10.11±0.30 7.7810.20 100.3413.08 12.7410.30 
~n28^ 0.09±0.05 0.79±0.32 9.5810.22 7.6910.12 93.9012.25^ 12.2510.22 
^BVTNB: Estimated breeding value for total number of bom, BVLWT: Estimated breeding 
value for litde weight, AVNB: Average number at bom, AVNW: Average number at wean, 
AVWW: Average weaning weight (per littler), WW/PIG: Weaning weight per pig. 
^The numbers of genotype 
^The standard error 
"^The P value indicate the significant level of the comparison between alleles (e.g., one A 
allele vs. non A allele). "P < .01, < .1. 
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Figure 1. Sequence comparison across Al, A2, B and C alleles (italic fonts indicate the point 
mutations, primer sequences for polymorphism detection are underlined). 
Al: AAATGCAGTG AACTCTTGGA AAGACATGGC TGCCTATGCC CTTGCGGTGT 50 
A2: AAATGCAGTG AACTCTTGGA AAGACATGGC TGCCTATGCC CTTGCGGTGT 50 
B : AAATGCAGTG AACTCTTGGA AAGACATGGC TGCCTATGCC CTTGCGGTGT 50 
C : AAATGCAGTG AACTCTTGGA AAGACATGGC TGCCTATGCC CTTGCGGTGC 50 
Al: GCAOGAAGCC AAAGGAAAAC GGCTTTCTCA AAAATAGGCA CTACCCCTGA 100 
A2 : GCACGAAGCC AAAGGAAAAC GGCTTTCTCA AAAATAGGCA CTACCCCTGA 100 
B : GCAOGAAGCC AAAGGAAAAC GGCTTTCTCA AAAATAGGCA CTACCCCTGA 100 
C : GCATOAAGCC AAAGGAAAAC GGCTTTCTCA AAAATAGGCA CTACCCCTGA 100 
Al: GATATGGTGA CTGGGGTGGT GTCATGAAGT GTATGTACAA TAACGTGATT 150 
A2 : GATAT(?GTGA CTGGGGTGGT GTCATGAAGT GTATGTACAA TAACGTGATT 150 
B : GATATGGTGA CTGGGGTGGT GTCATGAAGT GTATGTACAA TAACGTGATT 150 
C : GATATAGTGA CTGGGGTGGT GTCATGAAGT GTATGTACAA TAATGTGATT 150 
Al: TGTATATATG TAAAATAAAA TTATGCCATA GGAAGATCGC CTGGAATATC 200 
A2 : TGTATATATG TAAAATAAAA TTATGCCATA GGAAGATCGC CTGCAATATC 200 
B : TGTATATATG TAAAATAAAA TTATGCCATA GGAAGATCGC CTGCAATATC 200 
C : TGTATATATG TAAAATAAAA TTATGCCATA GGAAGATCTC CTGGAATATC 200 
Al: AGCCCTCCAT AGTCACATTT CTAAAATTAT CA—GTGTTG CTTGGACTGA 250 
A2: AGCCCTCCAT AGTCACATTT CTAAAATTAT CA—GTGTTG CTTGGACTGA 250 
B : AGCCCTCCAT AGTCACATTT CTAAAATTAT CA—GTGTTG CTTGGACTGA 250 
C : AGCCCTCCAT AGTCACATTT CTAAAATTAT CAAAGTGTTG CTTGGACTGA 250 
Al: TCGTTATAAC TTAATGCATC TTAATAT-GA CTGGCACTTT TTAATATTTT 300 
A2: TCGTTATAAC TTAATGCATC TTAATAT-GA CTGGCACTTT TTAATATTTT 300 
B : TCGTTATAAC TTAATGCATC TTAATAT-GA CTGGCACTTT TTAATATTTT 300 
C : TCGTTATAAC TTAATGCATC TTAATATQSA CTGGCACTTT TTAATATTTT 300 
TaqI Polymorphic site 
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Al: ATGTCATCTT TTTAATATTT TGTTAOGACT TTTCAATATT TTATTOCTTT 350 
A2 : ATGTCATCTT TTTAATATTT TGTTAOGACT TTTCAATATT TTATTCC2TT 350 
B : ATGTCATCTT TTTAATATTT TGTTAOGACT TTTCAATATT TTATTTCCTT 350 
C : ATGTCATCTT TTTAATATTT TGTTATCACT TTTCAATATT TTATTTCCTT 350 
Al: TAACAATATT TGATTCCTAT ACAGGTCATG GACAACAATT TCATGTTTTG 400 
A2: TAACAATATT TGATTCCTAT ACAGGTCATG GACAACAATT TCATGTTTTG 400 
B : TAACAATATT TGATTCCTAT AAAGGTCATG GACAACAATT TCATGTTTTG 400 
C : TAACAATATT TGATTCCTAT AAAGGTCATG GACAACAATT TCATGTTTTG 400 
Al: TAAAGATGCC AGGGTTTTAG ATTGTTACAG GCAAATGA— -TAAACCAAG 450 
A2 : TAAAGATGCC AGGGTTTTAG ATTGTTACAG GCAAATGA— -TAAACCAAG 450 
B : TAAAGATGCC AGGGTTTTAG ATTGTTACAG GCAAATGA— -TAAACCAAG 450 
C : TAAAGATGCC AGGGTTTTAG ATTGTTACAG GCAAATAACA ATAAACCAAG 450 
Al: AAAGAACTGG GTT 463 
A2 : AAAGAACTGG GTT 463 
B : AAAGAACTGG GTT 463 
C : AAAGAACTGG GTT 463 
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Rapid Communication: Mapping the Pig VCAMl Locus to 
Chromosome 4 Using a Double-Stranded Conformation 
Poljmiorphism Marker (VCAMl-2)^ 
C. K- Tuggle ,^ T. P. Yu, H. S. Sun, L- Wang, and M. F. Rothschild 
Department of Animal Science. Iowa State LTniversity. Ames 50011-3150 
Source and Description of Primers. We previously identi­
fied a Sad polymorphism by using a pig VCAMl cDNA 
probe on Southern blots (VCAMl-l; Helm et al.. 1994). This 
polymorphism was not informative enough to map VCAMl. 
To develop PCR-based genotyping. we sequenced the 3' 
untranslated region of pig VCAMl. Subsequently, a pig 
VCAMl cONA was deposited in Genbank; our data agree 
completely with that reported by Tsang et al. (Accession: 
U08351). The PCR primers were designed (forward. 
5'-TATCAGCCCTCCATAGTCACAT 3' and reverse. 5'-
GAAATTGTTGTCCATGACCTTT.AT 3*V 
Method of Detection. The primers were used to PCR 
amplify a 193-bp segment (25 reactions. 1.5 mAI MgCIo, 
.5 pmol of primer) under the following program: 95'C 4 min; 
5 cycles of 94°C 1 min, 48''C 1 min. and "2°C 1 min: then 35 
cycles of gCC 1 min. 48°C 1 min, and 72°C 1 min: and a 
final 72'C 5-min incubation. The PCR fragments were 
sequenced to confirm VCAMl was amplified. 
Description of Polymorphism. Three VCAMl alleles were 
identified based on double strand conformation polymor­
phisms (DSCP) and heteroduplex analysis of PCR products 
• see Figure 1). 
Inheritance Pattern. Most Fi crosses within the PiGMaP 
gene mapping famiUes were informative for this marker 
(142 informative meioses). No deviation from e.xpected 
Mendelian segregation was observed. 
Frequency. .Analysis of 53 unrelated pigs across five 
breeds iDuroc (171, Landrace (101, La^e White [121, 
Meishan (121, and Wild Boar [2|) shows that the allele 
frequency in commercial breed type animals is allele A. 6%: 
allele B. 67%, and allele C, 27%. Allele A was seen only in 
Landrace (25'7b frequency) and in Meishan (100%). 
Chromosomal Location. The VCAMl was mapped to 
chromosome 4 with two-point LOD scores ranging from 3.11 
to 13.73 for several SSC4 markers. The best multipoint map 
indicates the gene order (cM distance) for these loci is 
S0073-( 9)-S0214-( 14 )-TSHB-i 9)-S0067-( 11 )-VCAM 1-
ai)-S0161. 
Comments. The VCAMl locus maps in humans to 
HSAlp3.1-3.2 (Cybulski et al., 1991), between two con­
served syntenic groups found on SSC4 and SSC6. Our new 
result places VCAMl within the syntenic group on SSC4. 
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Figure I. The PCR products of VCAMl 3* untranslated region show-
six genotypes. The E'CR products were electrophoresed on l5®o geb 
(373;l acrylamidetbis ratio). (A) Two single ban^ ot dm'enng size and 
three patterns or multiple bands were mitially obser\ed. (B> Pedigrw 
inionnaoon allowed dehnition o( the A, B. and C alleles. In the first 
pedigree (81). even though parentals look identical, a new pattern in 
the ortspruig is observed (called BO, indicating two irdistinguishabie 
alleles are present. The second pedigree (B2) conrinns this as the 
mating between an AA animal and a BC animal creates two new 
caaems (AC and AB); the third (B3) and fourth pedigrees show 
patterns consistent with AA x CC and AC * AB, respectively. (Ci 
Results of mixing experiments used to confirm D^P and to 
distinguish the B and C homczygote genotypes: eoual amounts ot 
unknown DN'A were mixed with known AA. BB or CC DNA. One 
PCR cycle was run as above to denature/renature the DNA. and 
electrophoresis was then performed to determine the band pattern 
obtamed. Known genotypes: Lanes I—AA; Lane 9 and II. AB: Lane 
U. AC; Lane 17, BC Lanes 5-8 were unknown BB/CC genotype. Lane 
10. mix of lanes 3 and 6; lane 12. mix of lanes 7 and t: lane 13. mix of 
lanes 3 and 7; lane 15. mix of lanes I and 6: lane 16. mix of lanes 3 and 
3. lane 15. mix of lanes ? and 3 
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APPENDIX C. ANALYSIS PROTOCOL 
Interval mapping method (Haley et aL, 1994) 
Introduction 
• Least squares method 
• Crosses between outbred lines 
• Assumes the outbred lines are fixed for the alternative alleles of major QTLs. 
• Additive and dominance coefficients for a putative QTL at a fixed position are calculated. 
• Phenotypic values are regressed onto the calculated genetic coefficients. 
• This procedure is repeated for chosen fixed positions (e.g., at 1-cM interval) along the 
linkage map. 
• Full models include common fixed effects (e.g., crossbreed, sex, year-season in my case), 
relevant covariates and additive and dominance coefficients. 
• Reduced models exclude the additive and dominance coefficients firom the full models. 
• F-ratio was used as a test statistic: 
Residual SS for reduced model- Residual SS for full model 
F= Residual df for reduced model- Residual df for full model 
Residual SS for full model 
Residual df for full model 
• The test statistic (F-values) are plotted in a graph (e.g., using the Excel program). 
• The highest point in the graph represents the most likely position of a QTL where the 
error sum of squares is minimized. 
Protocol 
• Calculate the genetic distance between markers by using CRIMAP or another genetic 
linkage software. 
• Require a genetic linkage file, a marker information file and phenotype files for the 
interested trait. 
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1. An example of the genetic linkage file: 
5^ 1^ 2 3 4 5 
1 .0® 0 .0® 9 .5  11 .9  10 .9  16 .8  
'How many chromosomes in this analysis? 
^How many markers in this analysis? 
^How many markers on the first chromosome? 
"*1-5 is the column number. 
^Sex ratio, usually set to be 1. 
®The linkage distance (cM) between markers, e.g. 9.5 cM between marker 1 and 2. 
2. An example of the marker information file: 
1' 1^ 1^ 2 5 2 4 2 2 4 7 
2 4  1 0  3 8 3 3 3 3 0 0  
3 1 7 2 4 1 2 2 2 0 0  
4  1 0  1 0  6 8 2 2 3 3 4 4  
5 1 8 2 7 2 4 4 6 6 7  
6 3 3 6 9 2 3 7 7 4 5  
'The first column is the animal ID. 
^The columns following the animal ID column are marker information, e.g. 1 and 1 
are the two alleles of marker 1, 2 and 5 are the two alleles of marker 2, etc. 
3. An example of the phenotype file: 
4^ 
1 ^  0  O i l  
2 0 0 2 2 
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1 0 0 1 1 
2 0 0 2 2 
19^ 1  2  1  
20  1  2  2  
55'  19  20  2  1  1  14 1  .2  
56  19  20  2  1  1  14  1 .  0  
57  19  20  2  1  1  14  1 .  5  
58  19  20  2  1  1  14 1 .  2  
'How many F2 animals in this family? 
^These four rows are information of grandparents: The 1^ column of this four rows is 
animal ID, 2"** is sire ID, 3"^ is dam ID, 4''' is sex and 5"* is line origin (Chinese = 1, US 
= 2 in our analyses) 
^ cf These two rows are information of parents: The 1 column of this two rows is animal 
ED, 2"^ is sire ID, 3"* is dam ID and 4"" is sex. 
•'The following rows are Fj information: The I" column is animal ID, Z"** is sire, S"' is 
dam, after the 3"^ colurrm are the fixed effects, covariates and trait information. In this 
example, 4"* is sex (fixed effect), S"* is crossbreed (fixed effect), 6"* is year-season 
(fixed effect), 7"* is total number of bom (covariate) and 8"* is birth weight (trait value). 
• Two required program files: 
1. "coefi&i" is for calculating the coefficients of additive and dominance coefficients of a 
QTL in a given position, by using all markers for each offspring. 
2. "anal" is regression for crosses between outbred lines. 
A example includes how to run the program and the result sheet is attached. The QTL 
files are used to plot the F ratio curve in the Excel software. 
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A example of nmning the interval mapping program. 
Script started on Mon May 11 01:10:21 1998 
pv6f02/home/tpy/master/isurefdata/chrl3>coeffn 
Name of the file containing the marker info ? 
Nmapfile ^ the grenetic linkage file 
Name of the file containing the pedigree + phenotype info ? 
Bwtles the pbenotype file 
No. full-sib families: 32 
Total no. offspring : 330 
Name of the file containing the marker genotypes ? 
13nmark the mar*ejr Informa.'tion. file 
Name of the file to contain the coefficients ? 
exampleco 
Name of the file to contain the segregation info ? 
examplese 
Number of families/ Chromosome 
Marker 
Prop, non-informative het. parents 
Prop, informative het. parents 
Av. no. of trans, routes/offspring 
Prop, of offspring with 1 route 
Prop, of offspring with 2 routes 
Prop, of offspring with 3 routes 
Prop, of offspring with 4 routes 
INFORMATION CONTENT OF F2 PROGENY 
32 1 
1 2 3 4 5 
0. 000 0 .000 0. 000 0 .000 0 .125 
0. 953 0 .938 0. 828 0 . 922 0 .734 
1. 394 1 .391 1. 545 1 .609 2 .009 
0. 752 0 .773 0. 491 0 .585 0 .458 
0. 176 0 .145 0. 491 0 .318 0 .309 
0. 000 0 .000 0. 000 0 .000 0 .000 
0. 073 0 .082 0. 018 0 .097 0 .233 
0. 898 0 .862 0. 795 0 .853 0 . 664 
pv6f02/home/tpy/master/isurefdata/chrl3>anal 
Name of the file containing the pedigree + phenotype info ? 
bwtless the pbenotype file 
How many fixed effects in the data ? 
3 
For each fixed effect give the name and number of levels (a8,i3) 
Fixed effect: 1 
sexxxxxx 2 
Fixed effect: 2 
crossbre 5 
Fixed effect: 3 
yearseas 4 
How many covariates in the data ? 
1 
Give the name of each covariate 
Covariate: 1 
tbornno 
How many traits in the data ? 
1 
Give the name of each trait 
Trait: 1 
bwt 
No. full-sib families: 32 
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Total no. offspring : 330 
Name of the file containing the QTL coefficients 
exampleco 
Fixed effects: 
Fixed effect No. levels 
1 sexxxxxx 2 
2 crossbre 5 
3 yearseas 4 
How many fixed effects to be included in the analysis ? 
3 
Which ones (give numbers) ? 
12 3 
Do you want to include an interaction between a fixed effect and the QTL 
•) 
NB One QTL only at present 
n 
Covariates: 
Covariate 
1 tbornno 
How many covariates to be included in the analysis ? 
1 
Which ones (give numbers) ? 
1 
Do you want to include background genetic effects? 
n 
End of background genetic effect input 
0 effects given 
Traits: 
Trait 
1 bwt 
How many traits to be analyzed ? 
1 
Which ones (give numbers) ? 
1 
How many chromosomes do you wish to search ? 
1 
Do you want to fit 1 or 2 QTL per chromosome? 
2 
What interval (in cM) between QTL positions? 
1 
Do you want data for graphics ? 
yes 
Give file name for 1 QTL results 
examplelq 
Give file name for 2 QTL results the files vill be used to 
example2q " plot the F ra.t±o curve 
Name of the results file ? 
exampleout M the results output file 
2 11 
14.000 
1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 14.000 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
2 1 1 
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14.000 
1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OCO 14.000 
1 1 1  
11.000 
0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  1 1 . 0 0 0  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1  
1 1 . 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  1 1 . 0 0 0  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1  
11.000 
0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0  1 1 . 0 0 0  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
Trait: bwt Chromosome: 1 
Reduced model residual sum of squares = 20.00580 
Reduced model degrees of freedom = 320 
Trait: bwt Chromosome: 
Position 1 (cM) : 0 Position 2 (cM) : 0 
Position 1 (CM) : 0 Position 2 (CM) : 1 
Position 1 (CM) : 0 Position 2 (CM) : 2 
Position 1 (CM) : 46 Position 2 (CM) : 49 
Position 1 (CM) : 47 Position 2 (CM) : 47 
Position 1 (CM) : 47 Position 2 (CM) : 48 
Position 1 (CM) : 47 Position 2 (cM) : 49 
Position 1 (CM) : 48 Position 2 (cM) : 48 
Position 1 (CM) : 48 Position 2 (CM) : 49 
Position 1 (CM) : 49 Position 2 (CM) : 49 
LRT 8.91210934514149 
LRT 11.9629169423595 
4.35252477804108 
2.91639188336657 
pv6f02/home/tpy/master/isurefdata/chrl3>more exampleout 
Character 1 bwt Chromosome 1 
Best position 21 Test statistics; 
Res. SS - Full model 
Res. SS - Red. Model 
Mean and s.e. 
Additive effect & s.e. 
0.19473D+02 
0.20006D+02 
0.14516D+01 
0.22250D-01 
4.35252 
d.f. 318 
d.f. 320 
0.73090D-01 
0.21194D-01 
LR 8.91211 
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Dominance effect & s.e. 
Fixed effects 
-0.76871D-01 0.30516D-01 
sexxxxxx 
Estimate 
s.e. 
Q.657D-01 
0.277D-01 
crossbre 
Estimate 
s.e. 
2 
0.325D+00 
0.375D-01 
0.308D+00 
0.483D-01 
0.429D-01 
0.424D-01 
yearseas 2 3 4 
Estimate 0.106D+00 -0.600D-01 0.234D+00 
s.e. 0.315D-01 0.112D+00 0.449D-01 
Covariates 
0.418D+00 
0.116D+00 
tbornno -0.2868D-01 0.5426D-02 
Character 1 bwt 
Best position 1 and 2 
Test statistics: F 4df 
11.96292 
Chromosome 
20 21 
2.91639 F 2df 1.46746 LR 
Res. SS - Full model 
Res. SS - Red. Model 
Mean and s.e. 
Add. 
Dom. 
Add. 
Dom. 
effect 
effect 
effect 
effect 
0.192940+02 
0.20006D+02 
0.14455D+01 
s.e." Q 1 -0.385690+00 
s.e.- Q 1 0.46039D+00 
s.e." Q 2 0.398480+00 
s.e.- Q 2 -0.52023D+00 
d.f. 316 
d.f. 320 
0.73571D-01 
0.38700D+00 
0.43458D+00 
0.38103D+00 
0.42179D+00 
Fixed effects 
sexxxxxx 
Estimate 
s.e. 
2 
.6750-01 
.276D-01 
crossbre 
Estimate 
s.e. 
0.324D+00 
0.3750-01 
0.318D+00 
0.4870-01 
yearseas 2 3 
Estimate 0.9990-01 -0.5930-01 
0.1120+00 0.449D-01 
0.4850-01 
0. 4250-01 
0.232D+00 
0.4190+00 
0.1160+00 
s.e. 0.318D-01 
Covariates 
tbornno -0.29000-01 0.54320-02 
pv6f02/home/tpy/master/isurefdata/chr13>exit 
exit 
script done on Mon May 11 01:17:43 1998 
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The QTL files can be incorporated into the Excel program and plot the F ratio curve: 
For an example of one QTL: 
0 1.13407 
1 1.21673 
2 1.29588 
3 1.3667 
4 1.42433 
5 1.46481 
6 1.48595 
7 1.48783 
8 1.4725 
9 1.44344 
10 1.46297 
11 1.56056 
12 1.69062 
13 1.85647 
14 2.06055 
15 2.30364 
39"~ ^8624 
40 0.82015 
41 0.75874 
42 0.70227 
43 0.65082 
44 0.60425 
45 0.56234 
46 0.52475 
47 0.49114 
48 0.4611 
49 0.43428 
birth weight 
4.5 • 
3.5 • 
u. 
0.5 • 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
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